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Tiivistelmä

Tutkielman tarkoituksena on kartoittaa refleksiivipronominien herself ja himself käyttöä
kolmen viime vuosisadan aikana englanninkielisessä kirjallisuudessa. Tutkin, millaisiin
subjekteihin ja verbeihin kyseiset pronominit liittyvät eri aikakausina. Samalla kiinnitän
huomiota feminiinisen ja maskuliinisen refleksiivipronominin käytön välisiin eroihin.
     Tutkimuksen aineisto on kerätty kolmelta korpukselta. Century of Prose Corpus, CONCE
Corpus ja Collins Cobuild Corpus edustavat eri aikakausia. Ne sisältävät tekstejä 1700–
luvulta, 1800–luvulta sekä nykyajalta. Koko aineisto koostuu 2266 korpusesimerkistä, joista
keskityn niihin 1543 esimerkkiin, joissa refleksiivipronomini esiintyy verbin yhteydessä
(esim. He helped himself to come coffee.). Sen sijaan refleksiivipronominien painolliseen
käyttöön ei kiinnitetä juurikaan huomiota (esim. He did it himself.)
     Tutkimustulokset paljastavat eroja refleksiivipronominien käytössä sekä eri aikakausien
aikana että herself- ja himself- pronominien välillä. Feminiininen pronomini viittaa
perinteisiin naisen rooleihin, kun taas maskuliininen pronomini viittaa huomattavasti
useampiin eri rooleihin. Verbit, joihin refleksiivipronominit liittyvät, ovat useimmiten
tavallisia transitiivisia verbejä, joihin voidaan liittää muitakin objekteja. Toiseksi yleisimpiä
ovat valinnaisesti refleksiiviset verbit, jotka esiintyvät sekä ilman refleksiivipronominia että
sen kanssa. Muutamia verbejä käytetään lähes ainoastaan refleksiivipronominin kanssa.
     Semanttinen analyysi osoittaa, että fyysistä tai kognitiivista toimintaa ilmaisevia verbejä
käytetään harvoin herself- pronominin kanssa 1800–luvulla, mutta myöhemmin myös naiset
liitetään näihin toimintoihin. Tunteita ilmaisevat verbit ovat yleisimpiä 1900–luvulla.
Tavallisesti refleksiivipronominit liittyvät verbeihin, jotka ilmaisevat sosiaalista
käyttäytymistä.

Asiasanat: herself, himself, refleksiivipronominit, refleksiiviverbit
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1. Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to detect possible patterns and changes that have taken place in the

use of the reflexive pronouns herself and himself in the literature of the last three centuries.

On the basis of three corpora and several grammars, I will discuss the subjects that these

pronouns refer to and the verbs that are used with these pronouns, paying attention to their

semantic and syntactic aspects. Moreover, I will discuss some of the differences between the

female and the male pronoun. I am going to concentrate on the non-emphatic use of reflexive

pronouns, i.e. on the use of reflexive pronouns as objects of reflexive verbs (He prides himself

on his skills). More specifically, I will examine two constructions, which are verb+ herself,

and verb+himself. In contrast, I am not going to pay very much attention to the emphatic use

of the reflexive pronoun (e.g. He did it himself).

   Previously, I have examined the use of reflexive verbs in a short study. I examined what

kinds of methods can be found in English to express reflexivity. In addition to the use of

reflexive pronouns, e.g. the passive (He was devoted to his work.), intransitive (He shaved.)

and different object constructions (He washed his face.) proved to be common when

expressing reflexivity in English. However, in this study I will mainly concentrate on those

cases where the reflexive pronoun is used, commenting on the existence of reflexive pronouns

with verbs. Of course, the different strategies of expressing reflexivity have to be taken into

account to some extent, since they are essential aspects of reflexivity.

There are some earlier studies that have been written about reflexive pronouns in English.

For example, Poutsma has a detailed discussion on reflexive pronouns (1916, 836–874). His

lists, categorizations and comments on verbs that occur together with reflexive pronouns are

useful for my study. Visser, too, discusses the use of different verbs in connection with

reflexive pronouns, commenting on their usage in Old, Middle and present-day English

(1963, 145–152).  The semantic aspects of reflexive verbs are discussed by Peitsara (1997,
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314–337), whose categorization I use as a basis for my semantic discussion. Her study

includes some historical aspects. The Collins Cobuild Grammar Patterns 1 (1996, 62–68)

labels present-day reflexive verbs into semantic groups. However, most grammarians refer to

reflexive pronouns only briefly, paying attention to the basics of the phenomenon solely.  The

topic has not been researched into very extensively, and especially the historical aspect has

not received very much attention. Moreover, those studies that discuss the topic from a

historical point of view often concentrate on the very old stages of language, ignoring the

recent centuries. On the basis of this argument, my research topic can easily be justified.

2. Research data and method

For this thesis, I collected data from three different corpora, which are the Century of Prose

Corpus, the CONCE Corpus and the Collins Cobuild Corpus. As Biber et al. point out,

historical studies have become popular in linguistics quite recently, for “the absence of

representative historical corpora” has been the main problem (1998, 203). In this study, the

Century of Prose Corpus and the CONCE Corpus enable me to receive a picture of English

reflexive verbs in the last two centuries. In addition to this, the Collins Cobuild Corpus is used

in order to compare present-day English with the historical data.

      First, the Century of Prose Corpus (COPC) is “a historical corpus of British English of the

period 1680-1780” 1 (1995, 327).The half-million word data base includes (a) texts by famous

authors (60%), but also (b) texts written by “authors of the second tier” (40%), such as

journalists, educators, popular fiction writers and historians (1995, 328). According to Milic,

the second level writers are needed to receive a reliable picture of the language use in the

eighteenth century, for “a linguistic norm should have the quality of everyday language, not

the idiosyncratic language of literary geniuses” (1995, 328). This part of the data base also

1 Even if The Century of Prose Corpus includes some texts that are published at the end  of the seventeenth
century, I will call the data “eighteenth century data,” for a majority of the texts in this corpus were written
during that period.
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includes information on genre. Full bibliographical information on the texts in the Century of

Prose Corpus is given in Milic’s article (1995, 327–337).  As for the COPC, the search string

“herself” produced 49 tokens, of which 28 were connected with verbs (she contented herself

with…) and 21 were used emphatically (she did it himself). The search string “himself”

produced 540 tokens, of which 293 were connected with verbs and 247 emphatic reflexives.

Thus, the full COPC data consist of 589 tokens of reflexive pronouns, of which 320 are used

in connection with verbs, being the main subjects of my analysis.

Second, I will use the CONCE corpus in order to examine the use of reflexive pronouns in

the nineteenth century. This corpus consists of 1 055 745 words, which represent the period

1800–1900. As Smitterberg says, “each entry includes information on the title and, where

relevant, the author or editor of the work sampled” (2005, appendix).2 For example, the

authors include a number of well-known names, such as Austen, Blake, Byron, Darwin,

Dickens, Eliot, Gaskell, Keats, and Shelley. Similarly to the COPC corpus, additional

information on genre is given in connection with the texts. These include debates, drama,

fiction, history, letters, science, and trials. The search string “herself” produced 256 tokens, of

which 129 were used with verbs and the rest were emphatic reflexives or prepositional

phrases. The search string “himself” produced 655 tokens, of which 328 were connected with

verbs. Thus, the full CONCE data consist of 911 examples of reflexive pronouns, of which

457 are used in connection with verbs.

     Third, the Collins Cobuild Corpus (known also as the Bank of English) represents present-

day English. The whole corpus includes 200 million words and consists of several

subcorpora. I will use the subcorpus British books (fiction and non-fiction, 5 354 262 words).

According to the compilers of the corpus,  “the Bank of English® is updated and added to on

a regular basis to make ensure that this resource is as up-to-date and comprehensive as

2 Smitterberg points out that full bibliographical information on the texts in CONCE will be given in: Kytö, M.,
J. Rudanko, and E. Smitterberg (comps.). (Forthcoming). Manual to a Corpus of Nineteenth-Century English
(CONCE): Coding Conventions and Lists of Source Texts.
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possible” (Collins: a Brief Introduction, 2004).  My analysis of the present-day data includes

296 examples of herself and 470 examples of himself. Thus, the full Collins Cobuild data

consist of 766 examples of reflexive pronouns, all of which are used in connection with verbs.

In all, this study then includes 2266 examples of reflexive pronouns from three corpora.

However, my main focus is on those 1543 examples where the reflexive pronoun is used in

connection with a verb. Since the corpora that I am using in this study are of different sizes, I

will use the principle of “normalization” in order to be able to compare findings in the three

corpora (see Biber et al. 1998, 263). This means that raw frequency counts are divided by the

number of words in a corpus, and multiplied by 100 000 (the basis chosen for norming).

Accordingly, the results are given in form “occurrences per 100 000 words.” In addition to the

quantitative aspects, explanations and reasons for the corpus findings are given whenever it is

possible.

3. Reflexivity

Before moving onto the actual analysis of corpus data, it is reasonable to ask what reflexivity,

reflexive pronouns and reflexive verbs actually include. The word reflexive is given the

following definitions by the Oxford English Dictionary (1989):

Adjective:
     1. Capable of turning or bending back. rare.

 2. Capable of reflecting light.
     3. Reflected (as light). rare.

 4. Of mental operations: turned or directed back upon the mind itself.
     5. Capable of, inclined to, or characteerized by, reflection or serious thought; reflective.
     6. Social sci. Applied to that which turns back upon, or takes account of, itself or a person’s self.
     7. Reciprocal, correspondent.
     8. Reflecting on a person.
     9. Gram. and Linguistics. Of pronouns, verbs, phrases, and their signification: characterized by,
         or denoting, a reflex action on the subject of the clause or sentence.
    10. Of a reflex character.
    11. Math. and Logic. Applied to any relation which always holds true between the term and
           itself.
    Noun:
    12. An object reflecting light.
    13. A reflexive verb or pronoun.

(OED, 1989)
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As the list above suggest, the word reflexive usually involves the idea that something is

“turned” or “directed back” upon something else. The ninth line above is the most important

when considering the topic of this thesis: reflexive pronouns are “characterized by, or

denoting, a reflex action on the subject of the clause or sentence” (OED, 1989). For example,

in the clause Tom dressed himself, the construction dress oneself denotes a reflex action on

the subject Tom.

     As Quirk et al. state, reflexive pronouns are pronouns that end in -self and -selves. They

reflect another nominal element of the sentence, usually the subject, being in co-referential

relation with it. (1972, 211) The Collins Cobuild English Grammar says that the reflexive

pronoun is used “when you want to show that the object or indirect object of a verb is the

same person or thing as the subject of the verb” (1990, 33). In other words, the reflexive

pronoun refers back to the subject (1990, 33).  Bolinger and Sears explain why the reflexive

pronoun is needed by giving us the following example:

     Beatrice loves Beatrice.  Beatrice loves herself.  (1981, 106)

The “reflexive transformation” (1981, 106) is clearly needed to avoid the repetition of the

subject Beatrice. As Bolinger and Sears state, “replacement is a way of avoiding repetition

and cutting down on excessive bulk” (1993, 93). In addition, the transformation might be

needed to clarify that there is only one Beatrice that is talked about in the clause, not two

different Beatrices.

     The Collins Cobuild English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (2001) gives us the

following definition for reflexive verbs in English:

A reflexive verb is a transitive verb whose subject and object always refer to the same
person or thing, so the object is always a reflexive pronoun. An example is ‘to enjoy
yourself’…

Reflexive verbs are then transitive verbs whose object is a reflexive pronoun.
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     From a historical point of view, it is important to notice that it is not only the forms of -self

that have been used to express reflexivity. Reflexive pronouns are derived from personal

pronouns, being their “inflectional forms, formed morphologically by the compounding of

self”(Huddleston and Pullum, 1483). As Jespersen points out, in the older language the

simple pronouns (e.g. she and he) were used in a number of cases “where nowadays the self-

forms are used… ” (1961b, 164; cf. Curme 1931, 100). Gelderen gives us the example I see

me, stating that this sentence would be grammatical in Old English, “whereas it is not in

modern English (1993, 173). According to Brunner, “the ordinary personal pronouns are used

as reflexives throughout ME,” and they become less common than the self-forms at the end of

the fifteenth century (1963, 62). Even the spelling of self-pronouns has changed in the course

of time. This is pointed out by Denison, who says that “the spelling of reflexives has moved

from two words to one, a process largely completed by the 1730’s… but with occasional

retention of two-word forms in respectable printed usage even in the early nineteenth century”

(1998, 112). However, the searches for the corpus data in this study only include those cases

of herself and himself when they are written as single words. In the light of the words “a

process largely completed by the 1730’s” (1998, 112), the forms her self and him self cannot

be very frequent in my data that mainly cover the time after the 1730’s.

     Reflexive pronouns are not only strongly related to personal pronouns, but Reinhart and

Reuland point out that they are also related to reciprocal pronouns (e.g. each other), since

their “syntactic distribution appears identical” (1993, 660). The idea of reciprocity was even

suggested earlier by the OED (see above). However, in this thesis I will only concentrate on

reflexive pronouns, paying no attention to their relationship with reciprocals.
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3.1 The uses of the reflexive pronoun

Quirk et al. (1985, 356) say that the reflexive pronoun has two uses. First, in the basic use,

“the reflexive pronoun functions as object or complement and has the subject of its clause as

its antecedent” (They helped themselves) As Quirk et al. say, ”the reflexive pronoun cannot

itself be a subject… it belongs to `object territory´ and has affinities with the objective

personal pronoun” (1985, 356). Poutsma says that the reflexive pronoun can function as a

direct object (e.g. He got into bed, covered himself up warm and fell asleep), or as an indirect

object (e.g. Silas asked himself if he had been asleep) (1916, 836; cf. Huddleston and Pullum,

1487–1488). According to Denison, “in true reflexive use the antecedent and reflexive have

different grammatical functions” (1998, 112), as in the following example:

     The manager gave herself a day off. (1998, 112)

In this example, the manager is subject, while herself is indirect object (1998, 112).

     Second, in the emphatic use, the reflexive pronoun functions as an appositional phrase in

relation to its antecedent (We couldn’t come ourselves). (Quirk et al. 1985, 356) I addition to

this, Poutsma mentions the uses of the reflexive pronoun as prepositional object (e.g. They

reserved to themselves the right to reconsider the whole problem; cf. also Denison 1998,

113), and as an adverbial adjunct (e.g. He took the girl’s hands and drew her to himself)

(1916, 836). In this study, I will concentrate on the basic use of the reflexive pronoun, paying

only a little attention to the other uses of the pronoun. I am mainly interested in the use of

reflexive pronouns in connection with different verbs, where the reflexive pronoun functions

as an object.

     According to Quirk et al. (1985, 356), the basic use of the reflexive pronouns occurs in the

following cases:

(a) With “obligatorily reflexive verbs”, i.e. verbs which always require a reflexive

object (pride oneself (on), absent oneself (from)).
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(b) With “optionally reflexive verbs”. In these cases, the reflexive pronoun can be left

out with little or no change of meaning (dress (oneself), wash (oneself), shave

oneself)).

(c) With “non-reflexive verbs”. Here the reflexive pronouns are used to denote co-

reference in contrast with non-co-referential objects:

     He saw himself/him in the mirror.

Reinhart and Reuland call (a) “obligatorily reflexive verbs” “intrinsically reflexive verbs”,

suggesting that they are rare in English (1993, 691). These verbs cannot take “any

noncoindexed object”, i.e. they only opt for reflexive pronouns as objects, which is illustrated

by the following examples:

     a. Lucie behaved herself/*her.
     b. Lucie prides herself/*her on her notorious modesty.

(1993, 691)

Visser comments on the obligatoriness of the reflexive pronoun by claiming that “no verb is

naturally ´reflexive´” (1963, 145). However, he admits that “it is true that in Pres. D. Eng.

some of them – such as pique, plume, pride, value, absent, bestir, betake, bethink, busy,

comport, compose, conduct, demean, deport, intoxicate, overrun, overshoot, overspend,

perjure – have come to be regularly combined with a reflexive pronoun” (1963, 145–146).

Poutsma has a quite similar list of verbs, stating that these verbs are “never, or hardly ever,

found without the reflective pronoun in Present English” (1916, 840).

     It is important to note that the categorizations of reflexive verbs are not clear-cut, but

dependent on interpretation. For example, behave is often labelled as an obligatorily reflexive

verb, since the verb can only take reflexive pronouns as objects (cf. Huddleston and Pullum

2002, 1488; Reinhart and Reuland 1993, 691; Quirk et al. 1972, 211). However, it can also be

interpreted as (b) an optionally reflexive verb, since the reflexive pronoun can be omitted with
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only a little change in meaning (see Quirk et al. 1985, 358). In this study, I will discuss

behave in connection with obligatorily reflexive verbs.

     The optionality of the reflexive pronoun has received a great deal of attention from several

grammarians. Poutsma says that the reflexive pronoun is usually dropped “when it readily

suggests itself, and does not, therefore, appear necessary for the right understanding of the

sentence” (1916, 845). For example, the verbs wash, dress and shave are typically optionally

reflexive verbs. Faltz states that these verbs are often used without the reflexive pronoun,

since they denote actions that are usually “performed reflexively by people” (1977, 7). This

statement is related to that of the Collins Cobuild English Grammar, according to which

“reflexive pronouns are not usually used with actions that people normally do themselves,

such as washing, dressing or shaving”, but occasionally reflexive pronouns are used with

these actions “to emphasize that the subject is doing something that affects himself or herself”

(1990, 146) “or to indicate a surprising event” (1990, 33). Faltz continues that the use of the

reflexive pronoun with these verbs often “calls attention to the physical act of cleaning” (e.g.

John washed himself) (1977, 7). Moreover, Curme points out that the reflexive pronoun is

used when the attention is drawn to the person acting on herself or himself, while the

intransitive form is used when “the idea of an action pure and simple” is born in mind (1931,

439).

     According to the most grammarians, there is a growing tendency to drop the reflexive

pronoun (e.g. dress oneself -> dress) whenever no ambiguity occurs (cf. Curme 1931, 439;

Denison 1998, 216; Jespersen 1961a, 325; Poutsma 1916, 845; Collins Cobuild English

Grammar 1990, 146). As Curme says, it is “a marked peculiarity of present-day English” to

use a transitive verb without an object (1931, 437). However, Visser criticizes the tendency of

several grammarians to assume that the omission of the reflexive pronoun is characteristic of

Present Day English. He states that some verbs, such as wash, oversleep, dress and compare
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were already used without the reflexive pronoun in Middle English (1963, 146). Visser also

says that “with some verbs – such as disport, enlist, form up, separate, spread, submit, trouble

–  Pres. D. English shows a decided preference for the shorter construction, and that in some

cases, e.g. with to qualify and to behave, a difference in meaning between the two practices

has developed” (1963, 146).

     Jespersen (1961, 329), too states that there is sometimes “a differentiation between the use

of the bare verb and the verb with a reflexive pronoun. Behave oneself is often used of good

manners or breeding, while behave is used of action generally” (1961, 329–330). As regards

the verb qualify, he adds that “in some instances British and American usage is different”

stating that he qualified himself is giving way to he qualified in American English (1961,

331). Jespersen also says that the use of the reflexive pronoun often implies “volition or

exertion” (e.g. Grace sat down and tried to recover herself), while the use of the bare verb

does not carry such shades of meaning (e.g. He recovered from his long illness) (1961a, 330).

These verbs will be discussed later in the analysis sections of this thesis.

     It is often difficult to label some verbs as obligatorily or non-reflexive if we only use Quirk

et al.’s (see above) categorization as a starting point for labelling verbs. For example, the verb

absent requires a reflexive pronoun when it has the meaning “to keep or withdraw (oneself)

away” (OED, 1989). However, in connection with meanings “to leave”(e.g. who have

absented the kingdom) or “to keep away, detain or withhold from being present” (They

absented his eyes from beholding the issue) the verb takes other objects, as well (examples

from the OED, 1989). It seems then that it is not enough to state that obligatorily reflexive

verbs are “verbs which always require a reflexive objects” (1985, 356; the italization is mine),

but the obligatoriness of the reflexive pronoun is rather connected with a certain meaning of

the verb. Moreover, this phenomenon is often connected with time. As for absent, the

examples where the verb opts for other objects (see above) date back to the sixteenth and
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seventeenth centuries, and in present-day English the verb is mostly connected with the

reflexive pronoun (see the OED, 1989).

     Huddleston and Pullum comment on the obligatoriness of grammatical elements by saying

that “an element is obligatory if it can’t be omitted without loss of grammaticality or an

unsystematic change of meaning” (e.g. She ran the business.  She ran. Here the omission of

an element produces a different sense of run) (2002, 221). Poutsma lists several verbs which

are “more or less modified in signification when they are connected with a reflective

pronoun” (e.g. address, enjoy, help) (1916, 838). However, these verbs are not labelled as

obligatorily reflexive verbs in this thesis, since they can clearly opt for other objects than the

reflexive pronoun, too. It is then important to bear in mind that there might be several

different interpretations as regards the obligatoriness of the reflexive pronoun. In this thesis, I

will consider a verb obligatorily reflexive if it usually only takes a reflexive object, following

Poutsma’s and Visser’s classifications (see above).

      As regards (c) “non-reflexive verbs”, Quirk et al. state that these verbs are transitive, but

“not particularly associated with the reflexive pronoun” (1985, 358). As stated in the Collins

Cobuild English Grammar, the reflexive pronoun can be used “as the object of any transitive

verb,” when the meaning allows this (1990, 145). Reinhart and Reuland call these verbs

“extrinsically reflexive,” saying that “a transitive predicate that is not intrinsically reflexive

may turn into a reflexive predicate if reflexivity is marked… with a SELF anaphor” (1993,

662).

3.2 Semantic classifications of reflexive verbs

Peitsara (1997, 294–295) divides reflexive verbs into several semantic categories. This

classification involves verbs of motion and posture (go, lie), psychological verbs (remember,

repent, dread) that denote subjective experience or psychological events, verbs of social
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behaviour (govern, busy) that “denote one’s personal conduct… or interrelationship between

people,” and verbs of self-care and equipment (dress, wash) (1997, 295–335). This

classification is going to function as a basis for my semantic classification of the reflexive

verbs found in three corpora.

     In addition, I will expand this categorization by taking into account the more detailed

discussion on the meaning groups of reflexive verbs in Collins Cobuild Grammar Patterns 1:

Verbs (1996, 63–68) and Quirk et al.’s Grammar of Contemporary English (1972, 95–96).

Most of these can be seen as subgroups in Peitsara’s classification above. The following

categorization can be derived from these sources:

1. Verbs of motion (move)
2. Verbs of posture (sit, put)
3. Verbs of emotion (trouble)
4. Verbs of cognition (think, consider) and perception (see)
5. Verbs of social behaviour, which include
     a) verbs concerned with a person’s self-image (flatter)
     b) verbs concerned with doing harm to yourself (perjure)
     c) verbs concerned with doing something with a great deal of effort or commitment

(commit)
d) verbs concerned with controlling/failing to control your behaviour (behave)

     e) verbs concerned with having the wrong idea about something (fool)
     f) verbs concerned with being successful (distinguish, better)

g) verbs concerned with talking (explain, express)
h) verbs concerned with occupying time (busy)

 i) verbs concerned with something happening (manifest, present)
6. verbs of self-care and equipment (dress, wash)

4. Analysis of reflexivity in the eighteenth century

In this analysis, I will discuss the findings from the Century of Prose Corpus whose texts date

mainly from the eighteenth century. I will present the results of the searches for “herself” and

“himself”, discussing various aspects of the use of the reflexive pronouns herself and himself.

I will mainly concentrate on the use of these pronouns as objects of verbs, paying little

attention to their emphatic use. For example, the following examples are mainly left outside

the scope of this study:
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(1) of whom it was said, she was a king's  daughter, a king's wife, and a king's mother, but
[[herself]] no queen… (Defoe, 1724)

(2) that the prince of Orange would never have suffered such an absurdity… if he had not
thought it useful to [[himself]] and his family. (Chesterfield, 1745)

In example (1) the reflexive pronoun has an emphatic function, and in example (2) the

pronoun is a complement in a prepositional phrase.

     In terms of examples from the Century of Prose Corpus, information on the author and the

year of publication is given after each sentence (see examples above). As regards examples

from second level authors, additional information on genre will be given before the name of

the author and the date of publication (for example: fiction, Aphra Behn, 1682).

4. 1 The reflexive pronoun “herself”

The Century of Prose Corpus includes only 49 tokens of herself 3 (9,8 occurrences per

100 000 words), of which 28 are connected with reflexive verbs and 21 are used emphatically.

Compared to the amount of examples of himself (540 tokens, 108 occurrences per 100 000

words), the female pronoun seems to be very rare in 18th century English literature. As Roy

Porter points out, even if half of the nation in the 18th century was female, “compared with

men, we know little about what women felt, thought and did (1982, 35). Women were hardly

written about, which, of course, is not a surprise if we take into account the general position

of women in the 18th century, which is illustrated in the following by Porter:

The basic assumption which governed relations between the sexes… was that men and
women were indelibly different in nature and capacity and so ought to play quite
distinct social roles. Anatomy determined one’s destiny, and men were designed to be
on top. Men were intended (said men) to excel in reason, business, action, decision;
women’s forte was to be passive, maternal, submissive, modest, docile, and virtuous…

(1982, 37)

3 The original search for herself produced 51 lines, of which two were considered irrelevant for my study. Those
lines are lists of words, such as the following example:
     1 herod's       2 herodotus      13 heroes      29 heroic       1 heroics       1 heroine's       1 heroines    2 heroism
    1  herring       1 herrings       1 hers      21 [[herself]]       4 hertford       1 hertford's …
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Women’s low position in society explains the small amount of herself-pronouns in eighteenth

century literature.

     Interestingly, the eighteenth century saw “the establishment of professional female

authors”, which Spencer describes in her book The Rise of the Woman Novelist (1986, 1).

This phenomenon can be seen in my corpus data, too. In part b (second-level authors) there

are a few female authors, such as Aphra Behn, Elizabeth Carter, Sarah Fielding, Mary Hearne,

Henrietta Luxborough, Sarah Osborn and Catherine Trotter. However, seven female authors

out of 120 authors (the total amount of authors in the COPC) is very little.

     I expected that more female than male writers would use the pronoun herself. Surprisingly,

in only seven cases out of 49 was this true. In the majority of cases, herself is mentioned by

male authors. Those female writers who mentioned herself in their writings were Aphra Behn

(4 examples), Mary Hearne (2) and Elizabeth Carter (1). The following line is written by

Aphra Behn:

his wife will, having had her  full swing and heart's content of treats and all sorts of
pleasures, begin  like a housewife, to order [[herself]] to take some care… (fiction,
Aphra Behn, 1682)

Next, I will discuss what kinds of subjects the reflexive pronoun herself refers to.

4.1.1 The subjects that “herself” refers to

In this section, I will examine the subjects that herself refers to in order to see whether any

conclusions about women’s role in society in the eighteenth century can be drawn on the basis

of my findings. Here I will pay attention to both the emphatic and the verbal use of the

pronoun, since the amount of sentences where herself occurs is extremely small.

     Porter says that public life, churches and universities were not available for women, and

“women were laced tightly into constrictive roles: wives, mothers, house keepers, domestic

servants, maiden aunts” (1982, 36). These words are clearly supported by the eighteenth
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century data. Whenever herself is used in eighteenth century literature, it usually refers to

women who are seen as somehow related to men. Of all the 49 tokens of herself, in 13 cases

the pronoun herself clearly refers to wives, widows, or fiancées:

(3) the sheriff also was become a slave to the fine widow…  she behaved [[herself]]… with
such a deep attention to her business… (Steele, 1711)

(4) A woman thinks [[herself]] happy if she can get but the twelfth share of a husband...
(Addison, 1716)

(5) For the new wife is no sooner come to be at quiet; but she begins to complain, that she
can hardly addict [[herself]] to this new way of   life… (fiction, Aphra Behn 1682)

(6) and lady Mary_Fitzpatrick has reconciled [[herself]] to take her leavings, and next
week is to marry Fox. (letters and memoirs, Sarah Osborn, 1766)

This phenomenon supports Porter’s comments on the position of women in the eighteenth

century: “women were to be men’s shadows” (1982, 26). As Spencer says, “a woman was still

regarded basically as a chattel, under the authority first of her father and then her husband”

(1986, 12).

     However, herself often also refers to women who are in high positions; to queens,

princesses, and ladies. In 20 cases, the subject of the sentence clearly belongs to these

categories.

(7) Besides which, her majesty has manifested [[herself]] the most affectionate wife, the
most constant    friend… (Steele, 1713)

(8) that princess, whose pregnancy had been several times fruitless, and was at last fatal
to [[herself]].  (Gibbon,1781)

(9) for  though her ladyship saw them out of the house [[herself]], and ordered them to
bring back her favorite under pain of dismission… (fiction, Francis Coventry,

            1752)

Some herself-pronouns (12 tokens) refer to women in general or to women whose role in

society cannot be specified on the basis of the context:

 (10)  she who values  [[herself]] only on her beauty, should be regarded on no
         other consideration.  (Steele, 1709)
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    (11) And she addressed [[herself]] to lady Caroline, with so many ladyships, and such
            praises of her fine clothes… (fiction, Sarah Fielding, 1739)

There are also four tokens where herself refers to inanimate things as France, Venus or

nature. The following examples illustrate this phenomenon:

(12) but France,  let her wealth be what it will, must content [[herself]] with the product of
her own country. (Addison, 1707)

     (13) He observes upon it, that Venus pleases most when she appears in a figure
            withdrawing [[herself]] from the eye of the beholder. (Addison, 1713)

(14) but to leave nature to speak of [[herself]]… (science, Ephraim Chambers, 1728)

The following table shows the distribution of different subject types that herself refers to:

Table 1. Subjects that herself refers to.
Tokens Occurrences per

100 000 words
Women as wives/ widows/fiancées 13 2,6
Women in high positions 20 4

General reference to
women/unrecognisable role

12 2,4

Others (Venus, France) 4 0,8
Total 49 9,8

4.1.2 Classification of the verbs preceding herself according to the grade of reflexivity

In this section, I will discuss what kinds of verbs are used in connections with herself in the

data from the eighteenth century corpus (COPC). For a list of all these verbs, see Appendix C.

     As Quirk et al. (1985, 356) mention, reflexive verbs can be used as obligatorily reflexive

verbs, optionally reflexive verbs, or non-reflexive verbs (see section 3 above). There are a

couple of obligatorily reflexive verbs (6 occurrences) in the data, which are value (2 tokens),

behave (1), busy (1), content (1) and pique (1). A few examples of these are:

 (15)  it is very just, that she who values  [[herself]] only on her beauty…
         (Steele, 1709)
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 (16)  I chid her for meddling with it, and bid her, since she busied [[herself]] so
          much with what I ordered her not… (fiction, Mary Hearne, 1718)

(17)  During the time her cause was upon trial, she behaved [[herself]], I warrant you,
         with such a deep attention to her business… (Steele, 1711)

However, there are several optionally reflexive verbs in the data (10 out of 29 examples),

which, according to the OED could be used either with or without the reflexive pronoun. In

the COPC corpus, verbs of this kind are recover (2 tokens), trouble (2), apply (1), hide (1),

manifest (1),  present (1), and withdraw (1). A few examples are:

     (18) and then recovered [[herself]] from one eye to another… (Steele, 1711)

(19) which are things that she  before never used to trouble [[herself]] with…
        (fiction, Aphra  Behn, 1682)

(20) went down to Lagado, on the pretence of health, there hid [[herself]] for several
        months… (Swift, 1726)

(21) He observes upon it, that Venus pleases most when she appears in a figure
       withdrawing [[herself]] from the eye of the beholder.  (Addison, 1713)

Most of the verbs in the data are non-reflexive, and they are used “to denote co-reference in

contrast with non-co-referential objects” (1985, 356). The following examples illustrate this

usage:

(22) am in pain for a woman of rank, when I see her  thus exposing [[herself]] to the
       regards of every impudent staring fellow. (Addison, 1713)

(23) In the East Indies, a widow, who has any regard to her character, throws
[[herself]] into the  flames of her husband's funeral  pile (Addison, 1716)

The following table shows the distribution of obligatorily reflexive, optionally

reflexive and non-reflexive verbs in the eighteenth century corpus:

Table 2: grade of reflexivity, 18th century data on herself.
Tokens Occurrences per 100 000

words
Obligatorily reflexive 6 0,8
Optionally reflexive 9 2,2
Non-reflexive 14 2,6

Total 29 5,6
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4.1.3 Semantic classification of the verbs preceding herself

Next, I will briefly discuss some of the semantic aspects on the basis of the data on herself

according to the semantic classification described earlier (see section 3.2 above). For a full list

of all the verbs preceding herself, see Appendix C.

     Verbs of motion are rarely used in connection with herself. Women were clearly not

depicted as physically active in eighteenth century literature. There are only 3 examples of

verbs of motion (throw, withdraw, and hide) in the COPC data:

(24) In the East Indies, a widow, who has any regard to her character, throws
       [[herself]] into the flames of her husband's funeral  pile (Addison, 1716)

(25) He observes upon it, that Venus pleases most when she appears in a figure
withdrawing [[herself]] from the eye of the beholder. (Addison, 1713)

(26) went down to Lagado, on the pretence of health, there hid [[herself]] for several
        months… (Swift, 1726)

Peitsara states that “the majority of reflexive verbs of motion are found in narrative in the past

tense” (1997, 317). Only the last example (hid herself) supports this statement in the

eighteenth century data on herself. However, there might be more examples of this in the data

on himself that I am going to discuss later. Peitsara also points out that hide “is one of the

commonest verbs of motion (1997, 321). Verbs of posture are not found in the data on herself

at all.

     Only two cognitive verbs are used in connection with herself in the 18th century corpus.

These verbs are content, and think, of which the following examples can be found:

(27) but France… must content [[herself]] with the product of her own country.
       (Addison, 1707)

(28) Through all the dominions of the great Turk, a woman thinks [[herself]] happy
        if she can get but the twelfth share of a husband (Addison, 1716)

(29) that it was very plain to the whole company she thought [[herself]] a beauty, and
        admired herself for being so.  (fiction, Sarah Fielding, 1749)
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Only one verb, trouble, can be considered an emotional verb:

(30) she said, no, neither did she know me, or would trouble [[herself]] about it.
        (7H84(1748))4

The majority of the verbs preceding herself can be seen as verbs of social behaviour that

denote one’s personal conduct or “interrelationship between people” (1997, 328). My data

supports Peitsara’s statement that “the number and variety of these verbs is remarkable”

(1997, 329). More specifically, these verbs can be divided into the following subgroups ((a)–

(i)):

     (a) Verbs concerned with a person’s self-image include pique, value and admire. In these

cases, a person “is trying to make a better impression than… she deserves” (1996, 63), which

is illustrated by the following examples:

     (31) The Spanish, a haughty dame, that piques [[herself]] on her quality, and
             loves excess and extravagancy in everything. (science, Ephraim Chambers,
             1728)

(32) she who values  [[herself]] only on her beauty, should be regarded on no other
       consideration (Steele, 1709)

(b) Verbs concerned with doing harm to yourself are absent in the data, but (c) verbs

concerned with doing something with a great deal of effort or commitment can be found

(apply, addict, and  bring). The examples are:

     (33) She no sooner perceived him, than she cried out, la mamma, there's a pretty
            dog, and then  applied [[herself]] with much tenderness to solicit him to her.
            (fiction, Francis Coventry,1752)

(34) For the new wife is no sooner come to be at quiet; but she begins to complain,
        that she can hardly addict [[herself]] to this new way of   life… .  (fiction, Aphra
        Behn, 1682)

(d) Verbs concerned with controlling your behaviour are also common in the data on herself,

including behave, let, and order:

(35) During the time her cause was upon trial, she behaved [[herself]], I warrant
            you, with such a deep attention to her business… (Steel, 1711)

4 This code is not found in Milic’s article (1995). Thus, the reference to author cannot be identified.
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     (36) she let [[herself]] be overcome by such an instance of sincerity… (fiction,
             Charles Johnstone, 1761)

     (37) but that his wife will… begin  like a housewife, to order [[herself]] to take some
            care for the concerns of the  family… (fiction, Aphra Behn, 1682)

(e) Verbs concerned with having the wrong idea about something are not present in the data.

The verb extricate can be labelled as a (f) verb concerned with being successful:

     (38) by which  means she should punish him for his rashness, and extricate
            [[herself]] from her difficulties at the same time… (fiction, Charles Johnstone,
            1761)

Similarly, there is only one (g) verb concerned with talking:

     (39) And she addressed [[herself]] to lady Caroline, with so many
             ladyships, and such praises of her fine clothes… (fiction, Sarah Fielding, 1749)

The verb busy represents (h) verbs concerned with occupying time:

     (40) I chid her for meddling with it, and bid her, since she busied
            [[herself]] so much with what I ordered her not… (fiction, Mary Hearne, 1718)

There are a couple of (i) verbs concerned with something happening or occurring, such as

manifest, present and reconcile:

     (41) At length the door opened, and the housekeeper presented [[herself]] in tears.
            (fiction, Charles Chenner, 1710)

     (42)  Besides which, her majesty has manifested [[herself]]  the most affectionate
             wife, the most constant friend… (Steele, 1713)

In addition to verbs of social behaviour, there are two verbs of self-care and equipment in the

data on herself:

     (43) but it  is a plot to dethrone [[herself]]… (Swift, 1710)

     (44) but lady Caroline was too full of her own vanity, to see her design, and only
exposed  [[herself]] ten times the more… (fiction, Sarah Fielding, 1749)

     The following table shows the semantic distribution of verbs preceding herself  in the

eighteenth century data:
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Table 3: semantic distribution of reflexive verbs, 18th century data on herself.

Tokens  Occurrences per
100 000 words

Verbs of motion 3 0,6

Verbs of posture  - -
Verbs of emotion  2 0,4
Verbs of
cognition

2 0,4

Verbs of social
behaviour

17 3,4

Verbs of self-care
and equipment

3 0,6

Total 28 5,6

4.2 The reflexive pronoun “himself”

The Century of Prose Corpus includes 540 tokens of himself5 (108 occurrences per 100 000

words), of which 293 are used with reflexive verbs and 247 are used emphatically. The

amount of himself-pronouns is then overwhelmingly great compared to the small amount of

examples of herself. This simply supports Porter’s statements that men played the most

important roles in society in the eighteenth century, and that they were “intended… to excel in

reason, business, action, decision… (1982, 37). Next, I will discuss what kinds of subjects the

reflexive pronoun himself actually refers to.

4.2.1 The subjects that “himself” refers to

Here I will briefly discuss those subjects that are connected with himself in order to see what

they tell us about men’s role in society in the eighteenth century. I will ignore the cases of

emphatic use here, for I think that the 293 examples of reflexive verbs give us enough ideas of

what kinds of subjects himself refers to.

5 The original search for himself produced 542 lines, of which two were considered irrelevant for my study.
Those lines are merely word lists, such as the following example:
     1 highness's       1 highnesses       1 highway       1 highwayman       1 highwayman's       1 highwaymen
     9 hill      8 hills       1 hillsborough       2 hilt     779 him     216 [[himself]]       1 hinchingbroke
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     Similarly to herself, himself often refers to people that are in high positions, respected or

otherwise admirable such as kings, princes, or heroes. There are a hundred examples of this

kind in my data, which also tells us something about society in the eighteenth century:

(45) George_II had no better parts than his father, but much stronger animal spirits,
        which made him produce and communicate [[himself]] more.  (Chesterfield,
        1760)

(46) a prince of sagacity and experience, would cultivate and conciliate the affection
       of the Tories… rather than declare [[himself]] the head of a faction… (Smollett,
       1757)

(47) But all went off very well; for the hero contented [[himself]] with giving the
       good company a song… (Chesterfield, 1754)

In 122 cases, the subject is denoted with e.g. words he or man. In these cases, the reflexive

pronoun usually refers to men in general or to a subject whose role in society cannot be

specified on the basis of the context:

    (48) But, if ever any word happened to fall from him in warmth, which upon
           subsequent reflection he [[himself]] thought too strong… (Chesterfield, 1760)

(49) A man, who has contracted a custom of eating fruit by the use of pears or
        peaches, will satisfy [[himself]] with melons… (Hume, 1739)

In the eighteenth century, authors tended to write about other authors. There are 14 examples

where the subject of the sentence refers to authors, such as the following example:

    (50) and that writer, who might have secured perpetuity to his name, by a history of
       his own country  has exposed [[himself]] to the  danger of oblivion… (Johnson,
       1751)

On the basis of my data, another popular role that men had in society in the eighteenth century

was that of a churchman (8 cases), as in the following example:

     (51) And yet a monk who busies [[himself]] in recording the insignificant events…
             (Walpole, 1767)

Interestingly, in seven cases men are actually discussed in relation to women; as lovers or
husbands:

(52) Sir Formal expressed [[himself]] very passionately to her… (fiction,
       anonymous, 1702)
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(53) Let a young lady imagine to herself the brisk embroidered officer, who now
       makes love to her with so agreeable an air, converted into a monk; or the beau,
       who now addresses [[himself]] to her… (Addison, 1716)

However, the amount of these examples is very small when it is compared to the data on

herself, where women are rarely mentioned without a reference to their relationships with

men. In five tokens, the subject of the sentence refers to fathers or sons:

(54) but will be apt to interpret it the  peevishness and arbitrary imperiousness of a
father, who, without any ground  for it, would deny his son the liberty and ´
pleasures he takes [[himself]]. (Locke, 1693)

(55) and the grateful son ever approved [[himself]] the humble and  faithful minister
       of so indulgent a father.  (Gibbon, 1776)

In two sentences, himself refers to animals, and in one case the subject is an inanimate thing:

     (56) like a horse who eases [[himself]] on trot and amble. (Dryden, 1668)

(57) Besides, it was objected against the first lion, that he reared [[himself]] so high
        upon his hinder paws… (Addison, 1710)

     (58) as sleep addresses [[himself]] to Palinurus in the fifth  book of the Aeneis.
             (Bolingbroke, 1727)

The rest of the tokens (35 tokens) did not fit in any of the categories mentioned above.

Examples of these are:

(59) The scholar breaks his rest, flies company, lives retired, scarce allows
        [[himself]] time to eat or sleep, minds nothing but his books… (travel, John
        Stevens, 1689)

(60)  But it is not by accomplishments of this kind, that the man of inferior rank
         must hope to distinguish [[himself]].  (Smollett, 1759)

The following table shows the distribution of the subjects that himself refers to:
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Table 4: Subjects that himself refers to.
Tokens Occurrences per

100 000 words
Men in high positions 100 20
General reference to
men/unrecognisable role

122 24,4

Authors 14 2,8
Churchmen 8 1,6
Men as lovers/husbands/fiancés 7 1,4
Fathers/sons 5 1
Animals 2 0,4
Inanimate 1 0,2

Others 35 7
Total 293 58,8

4.2.2 Classification of the verbs preceding himself according to the grade of reflexivity

In this section, I will discuss what kinds of verbs are used in connection with himself in the

data from the eighteenth century corpus (COPC) (for a list of all these verbs, see Appendix

D), taking into account Quirk et al.’s classification of reflexive verbs (see section 3 above).  I

will also compare my findings with Poutsma’s (1916) comments of reflexivity in order to see

how Poutsma’s comments on the topic from the beginning of the twentieth century apply to

my eighteenth century data. Here, I will discuss the use of the reflexive pronoun only in

connection with verbs, ignoring the emphatic use of himself.

On the contrary to herself, himself occurs as an obligatory pronoun after a few verbs in

eighteenth century literature (11 occurrences). Verbs that can be interpreted as obligatorily

reflexive verbs include content (10 tokens), behave (4),  avail (2), busy (1), perjure(1), pique

(1), plume (1) and value (1).

     The verb content is one of the commonest verbs in my eighteenth century data. It is used in

ten sentences, of which the following examples will be given:

(61) the hero contented  [[himself]] with giving the good company a song…
      (Chesterfield, 1754)
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(62) though Virgil… has contented [[himself]] with the partiality of his deities, their
        favors, their counsels or commands (Dryden, 1693)

This verb can be considered obligatorily reflexive, since the construction with the preposition

with always tends to opt for a reflexive pronoun, as seen in examples (61) and (62). The

following entry from the OED also supports this statement:

3. refl. To rest satisfied (in the sphere of action) with; to confine oneself, limit one's
action.

(OED, 1989)

However, for example, Poutsma (1916) does not discuss this verb at all in connection with

reflexive verbs. This makes me assume that the verb might not be frequently used in

connection with the reflective pronoun in present-day English. However, in order to draw any

conclusions, this topic needs to be examined further with the help of present-day data (see

section 6).

     There are a couple of examples of behave in the data:

(63) The manner how he behaved [[himself]] after Cole's sermon, and how he
        delivered his last mind… .(biography, John Strype, 1694)

(64) he behaved [[himself]] with all the gallantry and  constancy of a resolved
       Christian. (essays, Charles Gildon,1694)

(65) Hannibal, though he behaved [[himself]] most gallantly, and with all the true
        management… (history, Laurence Echard, 1695)

This verb could also be considered optionally reflexive, since the pronoun can be omitted

with little change in meaning (see discussion in section 3.1 above). Poutsma states that behave

is usually used without the reflexive pronoun when it is “accompanied by a modifier denoting

the kind of behaviour” (1916, 846). However, in the examples from the eighteenth century

data above, modifiers can be found, and still the reflexive pronoun is used. These examples

from my data do not really support Jespersen’s words, either, who claims that the bare behave

would always be used in contexts like The troops behaved gallantly under fire (1961, 330).
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Example (63) from my data is clearly different. But, of course, it is not possible to draw great

conclusions on the basis of a couple of examples.

      The examples of other obligatorily reflexive verbs include the following:

     (66)  Sampiero_di_Ornano encouraged this disposition, that he might avail
              [[himself]] of it, to free the island from a yoke which galled it so much.
              (Boswell,1768)

     (67) And yet a monk who busies [[himself]] in recording the insignificant events
            (Walpole, 1767)

(68) could he  believe that his oath bound him to an idolatrous king, who had
perjured  [[himself]] by promoting idolatry?  (Walpole, 1778)

Avail is a verb that is always followed by a reflexive object when it occurs in the construction

avail oneself of sth, as in the example above. The meaning of the verb is “to benefit oneself or

profit by; to take advantage of, turn to account” (OED, 1989). A glance at the OED reveals

that this verb may occur in connection with other objects in the same sense, too, but the

examples of this are very old:

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. viii. 6 Your besynesse shall auayle moche the better.
1560 WHITEHORNE Arte Warre (1573) 98b, To take the commoditie from the

              enemie, that he  availe not by the things of thy country (OED,1989).

The verb busy can be seen as an obligatorily reflexive verb, since the construction with the

reflexive pronoun is “the most usual construction” according to the OED (1989). Similarly,

perjure often occurs with the reflexive pronoun, even if the omission of the pronoun is also

possible in some rare cases (e.g. “A ‘veteran’ of the court system will be able to postpone his

own conviction indefinitely by admitting to his attorney his intention to perjure” (OED,

1989).

     Compared to obligatorily reflexive verbs, optionally reflexive verbs are more common (91

occurrences), and there are 49 types of verbs where the reflexive pronoun himself could be

omitted without a clear change in meaning. The most common optionally reflexive verbs in
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the data are apply (7), indulge (7), profess (4), suffer (4), flatter (3), withdraw (3), and shelter

(3).

     The verb apply is interesting, for according to the OED it can have three meanings when it

is connected with a reflexive pronoun:

     1. To set oneself closely to a task or to do something.
     2. To adapt or suit oneself to, to suit.
     3. To direct oneself, make one’s way (by ship or otherwise).

(1989)

Of these options, the first one is relevant in terms of the following example from the data:

     (69) Had Spenser applied [[himself]] to more serious  studies (Bolingbroke, 1727)

As regards this verb, Poutsma states that the suppression of the reflexive pronoun is “frequent

or occasional” (1916, 845). He also notes that he verb can have several meanings, which

sometimes depend on whether the verb is accompanied by a reflexive pronoun or not (1916,

846). In the eighteenth century data, most of the examples with the reflexive pronoun have the

meaning “to set oneself closely to do something”:

     (70) and applying [[himself]] particularly to the study of geography… (education,
            William Massey, 1763)

     (71) Here he applied [[himself]] to his studies as much as his weak health would
            allow… (biography, Edmund Law, 1777)

However, the meaning “to address oneself for information or aid” can also be found among

the examples:

     (72) He knew that Ajut would consult an Angekkok, or diviner, concerning the fate
            of her lover, and the felicity of her future  life.  He therefore applied [[himself]]
            to the most celebrated Angekkok of that part of the country… (Johnson, 1751)

     The following examples illustrate the use of the verb indulge:

(73) and he indulges [[himself]] in all the luxury that comes within his reach.
       (Johnson, 1781)

(74) Being then at liberty to indulge [[himself]] in all the immunities of invisibility;
       (Johnson, 1771)
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As regards the verb indulge, Poutsma states that the reflexive pronoun is usually omitted

“when the verb is construed with in” (1916, 849). However, a glance at all the examples of

indulge in the eighteenth century data suggests that in almost all of the cases where the

construction indulge himself can be found it is followed by in. Then, it could possibly be

suggested that Poutsma’s words “suppression [of the reflexive pronoun] is the rule when the

verb is construed with in” (1916, 849) do not apply to the language use of eighteenth century

literature.

     Interestingly, Poutsma does not mention the verbs profess and suffer at all when he

discusses reflexivity (1916). Since these verbs occur in the data from the eighteenth century

several times, there is a reason to suggest that their use was more common in the eighteenth

century than in Poutsma’s times:

(75) He professed [[himself]] a Deist, believing in a general providence…
      (Chesterfield, 1760)

(76) Thus St_Paul thought it of great consequence to Titus, in the office he was
        employed in, and  worthy his utmost care, that he should not suffer [[himself]]
        to be despised… (decade 1720– 729, polemics, anonymous,1725)

As regards shelter, Poutsma states that “in the figurative meaning of ‘to protect oneself from

punishment or censure’, the reflective pronoun seems to be regularly retained; otherwise it is,

apparently, mostly suppressed” (1916, 852). These words also apply to the following

examples of shelter from the COPC data:

(77) he will be sure to shelter [[himself]] under your example, and shelter [[himself]]
        so, as that it will not be easy to come at him to correct it in him the right way.
        (Locke, 1693)

(78) he was obliged to leave his business and family in Warwickshire, for some time, and
       shelter  [[himself]] in London. (Locke, 1693)

In both of the examples above, the meaning of the verb is “to protect oneself from punishment

or censure”.
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     Poutsma also mentions the verb withdraw, stating only that the omission of the reflective

pronoun is extremely common with this verb (1916, 854). This might apply to the eighteenth

century data, for the verb occurs with himself only two times:

    (79) Mr  Spencer does not mean that he was then really dead, but only that he had
withdrawn [[himself]] from the public… (biography, Nicholas Rowe, 1709)

    (80) especially against my lord Lymerick, who was not content with withdrawing
            [[himself]], but… (letters and memoirs, Percival Egmont,1739)

Most of the verbs in the data are non-reflexive, and they are used “to denote co-reference in

contrast with non-co-referential objects” (1985, 356). The most common verbs that belong to

this category include show (12 tokens), distinguish (10), make (10), think (10), address (9),

and find (7). The use of the verb show is illustrated in the following examples from the

eighteenth century data:

(81) In 1687 he showed [[himself]] to the world indeed, in publishing that amazing
        production “Principia Philosophiae Mathematica”… (biography, William

             Stukeley, 1752)

(82) Sir Formal, to show [[himself]] a man of his word, came often indeed to see
        me… (fiction, anonymous,1702)

The following examples of distinguish are taken from the eighteenth century data:

     (83) He engaged young, and distinguished [[himself]] in business. (Chesterfield,
            1760)

(84) He was created colonel of the Corsicans in France, and distinguished
       [[himself]] in almost every one of the great actions of  that nation in his time.
       (Boswell, 1768)

(85)  The next year (1727) he distinguished [[himself]] by three publications; of
        "Summer," in pursuance of his plan; of "A Poem on the Death of Sir
         Isaac_Newton"… (Johnson, 1781)

In these examples, distinguish has the meaning “to make prominent, conspicuous,

remarkable or eminent in some respect” (OED, 1989). As for this meaning, it is stated in the

OED that the word is usually used with the reflexive pronoun or in the passive (1989).
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However, this sense is closely related to those uses of the verb where it occurs with other

objects, as well. For example, other transitive uses of the verb include the following:

3. To mark as different or distinct; to separate (things, or one thing from another) by
         distinctive marks; to indicate the difference of or between; to make or constitute a
         difference in, to differentiate… e.g. 1876 J. PARKER Paracl. I. xvi. 250 The
         ‘manifestation of the Spirit’..distinguishes human life from all other creaturedom
          below it.
           ---

6. To single out, notice specially; to pay particular attention to, honour with special
         attention… e.g. 1779 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 6 Apr., Do not let new friends
         supplant the old; they who first distinguished you have the best claim to your
         attention.

(OED, 1989)

The sense “to make prominent, conspicuous..” can be said to be present in these examples,

too, which prove that distinguish occurs with other objects than the reflexive pronoun, as

well. Therefore, it is not interpreted as an obligatorily reflexive pronoun in this thesis.

     The verbs make and think are often used similarly to copulas (1916, 854), as in the

following examples from the data:

(86) nothing that  was not justifiable by law, nor make [[himself]] obnoxious to any
       persons who might… (biography, Roger North,1742)

     (87) I hope no gentleman of this profession, will think  [[himself]] injured by this
            representation. (education, Richard Johnson, 1706)

As Poutsma points out, address belongs to those verbs that are more or less modified in

meaning when they are connected with a reflective pronoun” (1916, 838). In these cases the

pronoun “has lost some of its independent meaning, being often so indissolubly united with

the verb as to express with it but one idea” (1916, 838). The following examples from the data

illustrate this phenomenon:

     (88) and address [[himself]] with the more becoming assurance to strangers
            (Locke,1693)

     (89) And he who addresses [[himself]] singly to another man's reason…
            (Chesterfield, 1748)
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The verb find occurs seven times in the eighteenth century data. In these examples, the

reflexive pronoun functions as an indirect object:

(90) must find [[himself]], after a vain resistance, either a prisoner in the camp of the
        barbarians or a criminal in the palace of Constantius.  (Gibbon, 1781)

(91) if he did not find [[himself]] king of the most beautiful half of his subjects.
       (Addison, 1716)

The following table shows the distribution of obligatorily reflexive, optionally reflexive and

non-reflexive verbs in the eighteenth century data on himself:

Table 5: the grade of reflexivity, 18th century, himself.

Tokens Occurrences per 100 000
words

Obligatorily reflexive 21  4,2
Optionally reflexive 91 18,2
Non-reflexive 181 36
Total 293 58,6

4.2.3 Semantic classification of the verbs preceding himself

In this section, I will label the verbs that are accompanied by himself in my data into semantic

categories according to the semantic classification that was presented in section 3.2.

     First, there are 28 different types of verbs of motion and posture in the data. Compared to

the tiny amount of these verbs in the data on herself (see section 4.1.3 above), men clearly

were seen as more physical and active people in society in the eighteenth century. The most

common verbs of motion are throw (3 tokens), withdraw (3) and write (3). The verbs throw

and withdraw were also often used in connection with herself (see section 4.1.3 above).

     The verb throw only occurs in the past tense in my data:

(92) Upon his coming into a remote and pathless part of the wood, he threw
        [[himself]], tired and  breathless, on a little hillock… (Steele, 1711)

(93) He threw [[himself]] at her feet, implored her compassion on his poverty…
       (fiction, Charles Johnstone, 1761)
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This again supports Peitsara’s statement that “the majority of reflexive verbs of motion are

found in narrative in the past tense” (1997, 317). However, this does not necessarily seem the

rule in my data, for several verbs of motion are not found in the past tense, such as the

following example:

(94) my lord Lymerick, who was not content with withdrawing [[himself]], but
       labored to seduce my lord Shaftsbury away, wherein he succeeded. (letters and
       memoirs, Percival Egmont, 1739)

In terms of the verbs of posture, the verb put is the most common verb in the data on himself,

expressing that somebody is “getting into a posture”. Actually, in the following examples the

meaning of put is figurative:

    (95) let anyone put [[himself]] in my stead… (Defoe, 1715)

    (96) till being puffed up by the praise of his friends, he put [[himself]] on the same
            footing with the Roman poet. (Fielding, 1742)

Other verbs of posture include, for instance, erect, place, seat, settle, set, sit, raise and repose.

None of these verbs occur more than two times in my data. Peitsara (1997, 323) discusses the

use of sit and set, pointing out that “sit is primarily a non-reflexive verb”, and this use is “ten

times as frequent as the reflexive use.” She also states that set is usually used with the

reflexive pronoun. In my eighteenth century data, these two verbs are so rare that no great

conclusions can be drawn. However, the following examples can be found in my data:

     (97) full of despair, he sat [[himself]] down under a tree… (fiction, Francis
            Coventry, 1752)

     (98) let him fairly set [[himself]] to show,  wherein lies the connection between
             these two different terms… (history, Arthur Collier, 1713)

In the last example, apart from having a figurative meaning, set is followed by a reflexive

pronoun and an infinitive. This construction corresponds to Poutsma’s words, for he states

that “before an infinitive the reflective pronoun is mostly retained” (1916, 851). In addition to

sit and set, a third reflexive verb with a similar meaning can be found in the data:
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     (99) he having the King's signet boldly entered, and seating [[himself]] among the
             bishops… (decade 1690–1699, essays, Charles Gildon, 1694)

     The verbs embarrass, fear, feel, inflame, please, satisfy, suffer, supple, torment, trouble

and weary can be seen as emotional verbs. Examples of the first two verbs are:

     (100) is unwilling to embarrass [[himself]] with what can be attended either with
              difficulty or distress. (Smollett, 1759)

(101) He ought to love and respect his kind, and to fear [[himself]]. (Burke, 1790)

Cognitive verbs include consider, content, find, imagine, promise, reckon, regard, and think.

A few examples are:

     (102) Almost every man considers [[himself]] as a single person… (Bolingbroke,
               1727)

(103) A true man of honor will not content [[himself]] with the literal discharge of
         the duties of a man and a citizen… (Chesterfield, 1753)

(104) in the distinction which he imagines [[himself]] to obtain by keeping the key
         of a treasure which he neither  uses nor imparts.  (Johnson, 1759)

     (105) who thinks [[himself]] a person of so great and  extensive parts… (polemics,
              Robert Walpole, 1734)

Other verbs of psychological events are less common, even if a few examples of them can be

found in the data, such as the following:

(106) and, if at that time he forces [[himself]] to it, he only bothers and wearies
         himself to no purpose. (Locke 1693)

     Similarly to herself, the reflexive pronoun himself is usually connected with a verb of

social behaviour. Of all the types of verbs, 108 verbs belong to this category, making 227

occurrences altogether. This finding again corresponds to Peitsara’s statement that the amount

of these verbs is remarkable (1997, 329). The most frequent verbs of social behaviour include

address (9 examples), distinguish (10), make (10), and show (12).

      (107)  and then see which of the two will have the more manly carriage, and
address [[himself]] with the more becoming assurance to strangers. (Locke

               1693)
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      (108) Methought he strove to shine more than ordinarily in his talkative way… and
distinguish [[himself]] before a woman of Arietta's taste and understanding.

              (Steele, 1711)

     (109) The greatest genius… would only labor to make [[himself]]  ridiculous. (Hume
               1741)

     (110) Has any of these gentlemen… shown [[himself]] possessed of the first ´
              qualification towards government, some knowledge of the object, and…
              (Burke 1777)

     More specifically, verbs of social behaviour can be roughly divided into the following

groups:

     (a) Verbs concerned with a person’s self-image include 12 occurrences (e.g. pique, value,

and admire), flatter being the most common verb in this group:

     (111) but he kept that secret inviolably, and flattered [[himself]] that nobody had
              discovered it. (Chesterfield, 1760)

     (112) Everything bore the appearance of a defeat, instead of a victory, with which
              he had hastily  flattered [[himself]].  (Hume, 1754)

In both of these cases, “the person involved has a better self-image than he… deserves,”

(1996, 63). The same verbs were also found in connection with herself.

     (b) Verbs concerned with doing harm to yourself occupy nine occurrences in the data on

himself. For example, the verb expose can be labelled as a verb of this kind, as in the

following:

(113) He may be willing to expose [[himself]] to some little danger, and to make a
         campaign when it happens to be the fashion. (Smith, 1759)

Interestingly, in this case expose clearly has a figurative meaning, whereas in connection with

herself it expresses physical activity:

     (114) but lady Caroline was too full of her own vanity, to see her design, and only
exposed [[herself]] ten times the more… (fiction, Sarah Fielding, 1749)

     In 20 cases, the verb is (c) concerned with doing something with a great deal of effort or

commitment. These verbs were also common in the data on herself. Apply is by far the most

frequent verb in this category:
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     (115) he applied  [[himself]] to study with his characteristical ardor… (Chesterfield,
              1760)

     (116) there he applied [[himself]] to  the study of agriculture, botany and
              architecture, the employments rather of  an industrious than of an elevated
              mind. (Chesterfield, 1760)

(d) Verbs concerned with personal behaviour are most common verbs of social behaviour,

occurring 95 times in the data on himself. For example, the verbs indulge, accustome, and

govern are such verbs:

    (117) Being then at liberty to indulge [[himself]] in all the immunities of invisibility;
              (Johnson, 1771)

    (118) He had accustomed [[himself]] to such accuracy in his common conversation,
             that he at all times expressed his thoughts with great  force… (Boswell, 1791)

    (119) till age and education  brought him reason and ability to govern [[himself]] and
             others? (Locke, 1690)

These examples clearly have something to do with controlling one’s behaviour.

    (e) Verbs concerned with having the wrong idea about something (fool) are absent in the

data. However, (f) verbs concerned with being successful (distinguish, better) occupy 31

occurrences, distinguish being the most common verb:

     (120) The next year (1727) he distinguished [[himself]] by  three publications…
              (Johnson, 1781)

     (121) Methought he strove to shine more than ordinarily in his talkative way… and
distinguish [[himself]]  before a woman of Arietta's taste and understanding.

              (Steele, 1711)

Interestingly, these verbs were not usually connected with herself, which again suggests the

more active role of men in society. Since women usually stayed at home in the eighteenth

century (see section 4.1 above), they did not have similar opportunities to succeed in different

fields of life. As regards men, even a neutral verb make almost unexceptionally indicates

success, which is illustrated by the following examples:

      (122) and made [[himself]] master of Edinburgh.  (Walpole, (1767)
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      (123) and before another  man could have made [[himself]] master of the business…
               (Bolingbroke, 1717)

      (124) which anyone that has made [[himself]]  master of the aforegoing parts of this
                treatise may easily understand,  without any farther directions.  (education,
                John Ward, 1719)

     Similarly, (g) verbs concerned with talking (explain, express) often occur with himself (29

ocurrences), address being the most common verb:

     (125) and the right ear of him or them to whom the speaker addresses [[himself]].
               (Swift, 1726)

     (126) The Grecian addressed [[himself]] to an audience much less refined than the
               Roman senate or judges.  (Hume, 1741)

In contrast, only one verb was concerned with talking in the data on herself . Women did not

seem to be very talkative in the eyes of eighteenth century writers.

 Only one example of a (h) verb concerned with occupying time (busy) was found in

connection with himself:

     (127) And yet a monk who busies [[himself]] in recording the  insignificant events of
              his own order or monastery, and… (Walpole, 1767)

There are no (i) verbs concerned with something happening (manifest, present) in the

eighteenth century data on himself.

      Only two verbs of self-care and equipment were found in the 18th century corpus. This

might suggest that verbs of this kind were often used without the reflexive pronoun in those

times. This would support Visser’s statement that “some verbs, such as wash, oversleep, dress

and compare were already used without the reflexive pronoun in Middle English” (1963,

146). As Peitsara points out, the main rivals of the use of the reflexive pronoun are the passive

and the non-reflexive use (1997, 334). On the other hand, the lack of these verbs might also

suggest that the activities that these verbs refer to were not usually talked about in the 18th

century literature. The only verbs that could be found in the data are divest and strip:

     (128) Partiality man cannot entirely divest [[himself]] of; it is so natural… (Walpole,
              1767)
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(129) is so great a master of affability, that if he could divest [[himself]] of an
          inherent greatness in his manner… (Fielding, 1742)

(130) and the Hottentott, who returned from Europe, stripped [[himself]] naked as
          soon as he came home… (essays, Henry StJohn, 1752)

The meaning of the verb divest is clearly figurative in the two examples above, whereas the

example of strip is concrete. As Peitsara states, “the verbs of self-care and equipment include

both general verbs of preparing and clothing, as well as more specific verbs, both in concrete

and figurative uses” (1997, 332). She also points out that if these verbs are connected with the

reflexive pronoun, attention is drawn to the “subject and the subject’s personal activity”

(1997, 332), which is clearly the case in the examples above.

     The following table shows the semantic distribution of verbs preceding himself in the

eighteenth century data:

Table 6: semantic distribution of reflexive verbs, 18th century data on himself.

Tokens Occurrences per
100 000 words

Verbs of motion 28 5,6

Verbs of posture  16 3,2
Verbs of emotion  14 2,8
Verbs of
cognition

36 7,2

Verbs of social
behaviour

196 39,2

Verbs of self-care
and equipment

3 0,6

Total 293 58,6
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5. Analysis of reflexivity in the nineteenth century

In this section, I will continue the analysis of reflexive verbs, examining their use in

nineteenth century English. My discussion is based on findings from the CONCE corpus, and

the analysis is somewhat similar to that of the eighteenth century data that was discussed

earlier. Apart from illustrating the use of the reflexive pronoun in the nineteenth century, I

will also pay attention to possible changes that have taken place in the use of the reflexive

pronoun along the movement from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century.

      Similarly to the previous section, I will concentrate on reflexive verbs, leaving, for

example, the following examples outside the scope of my study:

(1) She [[herself]] will come! (Drama, John Poole, Lodgings for Single
              Gentlemen6).

(2) She looked at the hand-writing… and repeated to [[herself]] the words…
              (fiction, Mary Shelley, The Last Man)

In example (134), the reflexive pronoun clearly has an emphatic function, and in example

(135) the pronoun is a prepositional object.

     For a sample of examples from the CONCE corpus and for the lists of verbs that occur

with herself and himself, see Appendices E, F, G and H.

5.1 The reflexive pronoun herself

The CONCE corpus includes 256 tokens of herself  (24,3 occurrences per 100 000 words), of

which 129 are used with verbs and the rest of the examples (127) are cases where the

reflexive pronoun functions as an emphatic pronoun or as a part of a prepositional phrase.

Compared to the situation in the eighteenth century (only 9,8 occurrences per 100 000 words),

women seem to receive more space in nineteenth century literature. The increase in the

number of herself-pronouns suggests that something positive has happened to the position of

women along the movement from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century. At least they now

6 The year of publication is not usually available in connection with examples from the CONCE corpus. This
information will be given in Kytö, Rudanko and Smitterberg  (forthcoming).
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exist as a slightly more common topic in literature. However, the following extract from The

Norton Anthology of English Literature (2001, 1316) does not give us a very positive picture

of women’s role in the Romantic Period, which covers the beginning of the nineteenth

century:

As in earlier English history, women constituted a deprived class that cut across
social classes, for they were widely regarded as inferior to men in intellect and in all
but domestic talents. They were therefore provided limited schooling and no
facilities for higher education, had only lowly vocations open to them, were
subjected to a rigid code of sexual behavior, and possessed  (especially after
marriage) almost no legal rights. (2001, 1316)

During the Victorian age, at the end of the nineteenth century, women’s position has not

become much better, even if some changes can be seen:

England had indeed done much to extend its citizens’ liberties, but women did not
share in these freedoms. They could not vote or hold political office… married
women could not own or handle their own property… These inequities stimulated a
spirited debate about women’ s roles known as the “Woman Question”… changes in
marriage and divorce laws… began to establish a basis for the rights of women in
marriage.

(2001, 1871)

As this extract shows, the rights of women were gradually taken into account during the

nineteenth century.

     According to The Norton Anthology of English Literature, “the most powerful and

influential writings… were by women (2001, 1331). This is seen in the CONCE corpus, for

many of its texts are written by women, such as Jane Austen, Mary Shelley, and Elisabeth

Barrett Browning.

     Due to the growing number of herself-pronouns, there is a much wider variety of different

verbs that occur in connection with the pronoun. The most common verbs in the data are find

(8 examples), throw (8), content (4), enjoy (4), feel (4), and unite (4), of which find and the

last three ones were not present in the eighteenth century data on herself. (For a full list of all

the verbs that occur after herself in the CONCE corpus, see appendix G.) These verbs will be
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discussed in detail in sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. Before this, I will pay attention to the subjects

that herself refers to.

5.1.1 The subjects that herself refers to

In this section, I will discuss the role of women in nineteenth century society through an

analysis of the subjects that the pronoun herself refers to. Bearing in mind the earlier

discussion on eighteenth century data (see section 4.1.1 above), I will compare findings in the

COPC and CONCE corpora. The analysis in  this section focuses on the 129 entries that

include reflexive verbs, leaving out other uses of herself.7

     The beginning of the nineteenth century saw the rise of Romanticism, and this is seen in

the subjects that herself refers to. Love is a popular theme in the literature of the period, and

consequently, women often occupy the roles of fiancées, brides, and wives. As The Norton

Anthology of English Literature states, “getting married… was in fact a central preoccupation

and problem for the young leisure-class lady of that age, who had no career open to her

outside of domesticity” (2001, 1332). This phenomenon belongs to the category where

women are mentioned in connection with men, applying to 30 examples, such as the

following:

(3) while the bride… could scarcely keep [[herself]] awake until the travelling-
               carriage... (fiction, Hook, Maxwell)

(4) "that Miss Maxwell will be extremely wrong to unite [[herself]] with her
              present lover… (Fiction, Hook, Maxwell)

(5) The low-born wife of Pheroras had connected [[herself]] with the Pharisaic
              party…  (History, Henry Milman, The History of the Jews).

(6) I went back again, for I didn't like her to see me; but I just saw her look very
              angry, and  tear [[herself]] away from him. She again ordered him to leave her,
              and spoke so! (Drama, Westland Marston, A Hard Struggle)

7 N.B. As regards the earlier analysis of subjects that herself refers to in the eighteenth century, I paid attention to
both the verbal and the emphatic use of the pronoun because the amount of occurrences was so small. Here I
consider it sufficient to concentrate on reflexive verbs only.
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Women in high positions are well represented in the nineteenth century data. First, the royalty

are mentioned in 10 tokens, and almost unexceptionally in historical writings:

(7) The queen still clung to the hope of extricating [[herself]] from the danger of
               invasion. (History,  John Lingard, A History of England from the First
              Invasion by the Romans to the Accession of Henry VIII)

(8) Elizabeth recommended 'to use wisdom and not passion in her adversity;' and
               to remember that her own faults had brought her to the trouble in which she
               found [[herself]].  (History, James Froude, History of England… )

Second, describing the life of women in somewhat higher or middle-class positions is

extremely typical of literature in the nineteenth century. Often it is not possible to state which

of the names of women, the titles “Miss” or ”Mrs.” and ladies really refer to women in higher

or middle-class positions. According to The Norton Anthology of English Literature,

Victorian novelists usually depict the middle-class society, and the characters’ efforts to

establish their position in society (2001, 1875). In the following examples, herself refers to

women whose position could be higher than that of most women in society:

(9) yet, as she arrayed herself for the evening gala, she wondered [[herself]] at the
              pains she took… (Fiction Mary Shelley, The Last Man)

(10) But I am very glad you are stopping to see her Ladyship well through her cold,
               because it is a comfort to get some sort of a human hold over a person one
               likes, and who will  keep[[herself]] bewitched in the enchanted circle of polite
               intercourse. (Letters Geraldine Jewsbury, Selections…)

The words evening gala and her Ladyship suggest the somewhat higher position in society.

     In 20 cases, women are mentioned by their first name, which was not yet common in the

eighteenth century data. Some examples include:

(11)  I knew that your presence would lead to general conversation but Clare will
               absent [[herself]] we shall be alone and he will talk of our private affairs…
                (Letters, Mary Shelley, The Last Man)

(12) "My dear child, Cecily would go and devote [[herself]] to my mother. (Fiction,
               Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears…)

Often, women are titled as Miss or Mrs in nineteenth century literature:
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(13) Letters were despatched to old Mrs. Epsworth, begging her to transport
              [[herself]] forthwith to town… (Fiction, Hook, Maxwell)

(14) But you, who have known Miss Fairfax from a child, must be a better judge of
               her character, and of how she <P II.110> is likely to conduct [[herself]] in
               critical situations, than I can be." (Fiction, Jane Austen, Emma)

In contrast, lady is a less common definition used for women in the nineteenth than in the

eighteenth century, occurring only once as the subject that herself refers to:

(15) But I am very glad you are stopping to see her Ladyship well through her
                cold, because it is a  comfort to get some sort of a human hold over a person
                one likes, and who will keep [[herself]] bewitched in the enchanted circle of
                polite intercourse. (Letters, Geraldine  Jewsbury))

Similarly, one example of mademoiselle could be found in the data:

(16) Nor was the day entirely unsuccessful; Mademoiselle behaved [[herself]] with
               French tact… (Fiction Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears…)

     Usually the subject of the sentence is she, which does not necessarily involve more

specific references to the role of the woman in question:

(17) then she showed [[herself]] very good and really noble. (Letters Geraldine
              Jewsbury, Selections  from…)

(18) I do not know whether you drew the inference -- perhaps you would -- that
               before settling [[herself]] for the night she would go into the back room and
               wash? (Trial, Bartlett, Trial of Adelaide Bartlett…)

Mothers, daughters or sisters are present in nine examples from the data. For example:

(19) He became very ill suddenly --  (don't say a word to his mother, -- who is apt,
               the girls say, to frighten [[herself]] to death). (Letters, Robert Browning, New
              letters of Robert Browning)

(20) and it was with a sort of horror that she bethought [[herself]] that her mother
         might  possibly prefer a watering-place life… (Fiction, Charlotte Yonge,
        Hopes and Fears; Or,  Scenes from the Life of a Spinster)

Other examples include, e.g. servants:

     There is one example of an inanimate subject in connection with herself:

(21)  Why did dark night adorn [[herself]] with stars -- man saw them not? (Fiction
          Mary Shelley, The Last Man)
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Here herself refers to night. In describing natural phenomena, the example is typical of

literature in the Romantic period.

     The following table shows the distribution of the subjects referred to by herself in the

CONCE corpus.

Table 7: Subjects that herself refers to in the nineteenth century.
Tokens Occurrences

per 100 000
words

Wives/ widows/fiancées 30 2,8
Royalty 10 0,95

First name (Cecily, Maud) 20 1,9
Mrs./Miss 13 1,2
Lady, mademoiselle 2 0,19
She, undefined role 37 3,5
Mothers, daughters or sisters 9 0,85
Others 8 0,76
Total 129 12

5.1.2 Classification of verbs preceding herself according to the grade of reflexivity

Similarly to the eighteenth century, also the nineteenth century data on herself includes only a

few obligatorily reflexive verbs. Verbs that almost unexceptionally opt for reflexive objects

are absent (1), behave (1), bethink (1), busy (1) and content (4). The examples are:

(22) Clare will absent [[herself]] we shall be alone and he will talk of our private
        affairs… (Letters, Mary Shelley)

(23) Mademoiselle behaved [[herself]] with French tact (Fiction, Charlotte Yonge, Hopes
       and Fears…)

       (24) and it was with a sort of horror that she bethought [[herself]] that her mother
              might possibly prefer a watering-place life… (Fiction, Charlotte Yonge, Hopes
              and Fears…)

       (25) Cleopatra, in the mean time, having been unable to extort the gift of Jud‘a
              from her paramour, was obliged to content [[herself]] with the balsam gardens
              near Jericho. (History, Henry Milman, The History of the Jews)
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Absent and bethink are verbs that were not present in the eighteenth century data at all (see

Appendices C and D). As Visser says, these verbs “have come to be regularly combined with

a reflexive pronoun” (1963, 146). Again, the verb content is among the most common verbs

in the data. This was also the case in the eighteenth century data on himself.

     As regards optionally reflexive verbs, the nineteenth century data on herself includes 43

tokens of them (4,0 occurrences per 100 000 words). Compared to the eighteenth century data

(2,2 occurrences per 100 000 words), the number of these verbs has increased in the CONCE

data. Most of the optionally reflexive verbs that now occur in the CONCE corpus in

connection with herself did not occur in the eighteenth century data with herself, but with

himself. This increasing variety of different verbs used in connection with suggests that the

roles of women have become more diverse and active in the nineteenth century compared to

those in the eighteenth century.

     The most frequent optionally reflexive verbs in the data on herself include feel (4), unite

(4), devote (3), and dress (3). A couple of examples include:

(26) Lucilla was held by Mrs. Stubbs during the operation. She did not cry or
              scream after she felt [[herself]] conquered by main strength… (Fiction,
              Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears…)

      (27) But the lady united [[herself]] to another, which was a very good thing for me,
               and anything but misfortune for her. (Drama, T.W. Robertson, Society).

The verbs feel and unite were not present in the earlier data on herself, and unite was not even

present in the eighteenth century data on himself, seeming to be a female verb. In the

examples from the data the meaning of the verb is “to join (persons) in marriage” (OED,

1989), and the marriage theme then explains the female status of the verb. As the Norton

Anthology of English Literature suggested earlier, “getting married… was in fact a central

preoccupation and problem for the young leisure-class lady of that age, who had no career

open to her outside of domesticity” (2001, 1332). The verbs devote and dress are also new

acquaintances with herself, illustrated by the following examples from the data:
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(28) Lucilla devoted [[herself]] to him for want of better game, and moreover he plainly
told her  that she was the prettiest little girl he ever saw… (Fiction, Charlotte Yonge,
Hopes and Fears…)

       (29)  From what you observed of her on Thursday night, was she able to dress
              [[herself]]? (Trials, Trial of Charles Angus)

The verb dress occurs only in one text, The Trial of Charles Angus.

     The rest of the verbs (82 occurrences) in the data on herself are non-reflexive. The most

common non-reflexive verbs include find (8), throw (8), enjoy (4), make (3), and think (4). Of

these verbs, only throw and think were present in the eighteenth century data on herself. The

verb throw is a good example of the dramatic scenes and great feelings that are characteristic

of Romantic literature:

     (30) Years will roll on, death will come, and even then, he will never -- never –
              [she totters, and is on the point of falling] [Enter REUBEN, by the window, C.
              -- with a cry, she throws  [[herself]] into his arms.] (Drama, Westland Marston,

A Hard Struggle)

     (31) MAGGIE, who has been sobbing through this, throws [[herself]] hysterically
              on to CHEVIOT's bosom…

Feelings are also present in the following example of find, which belongs to the most common

verbs in the data:

     (32) Whatever may have been Elizabeth's private feelings when she found
               [[herself]] thus defied, she showed outwardly remarkable self-command.
               (History, James Froude, A History of England…)

The following table shows the distribution of obligatorily reflexive, optionally reflexive and

non-reflexive verbs in the nineteenth century data on herself:

Table 8: grade of reflexivity, 19th century data on herself.
Number of cases Occurrences per 100 000

words
Obligatorily reflexive          8 0,8
Optionally reflexive         39 3,7
Non-reflexive         82 7,7

Total        129 12,2
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5.1.3 Semantic classification of verbs preceding herself

In the nineteenth century corpus, verbs of motion include throw (8), tear (3), absent (1),

conceal (1), cut off (1), disengage (1), hide (1), let out (1), transport (1), and turn away (1).

Compared to the eighteenth century corpus, where verbs of motion were totally absent,

women are now clearly described as more physically active people. The following examples

illustrate the usage of the verb throw, which is the most common verb of motion:

     (33)   but as she returned thro' the Church she went to throw [[herself]] upon the poor
              Child's grave so that we had no cheerful meeting. (Letters, Sara Hutchinson)

     (34)    [Mrs. Willoughby [half hysterically, throwing [[herself]] into a chair].$] Oh!
                Sam. Which that boy will be the death of his poor grandmother, he will.
                (Drama, Tom Taylor, The  Ticket-of Leave-Man)

(35)  MAGGIE, who has been sobbing through this, throws [[herself]] hysterically
              on to CHEVIOT's bosom, (Drama, W.S. Gilbert, Engaged)

As the examples above prove, throw is used in extremely dramatic contexts. As in the last two

examples, it is even connected with the modifier hysterically. A few other examples of  verbs

of motion include the following:

     (36) but I just saw her look very angry, and tear [[herself]] away from him. (Drama,
             Westland Marston, A Hard Struggle)

     (37) but Clare will absent [[herself]] we shall be alone and he will talk of our private
            affairs (Letters, Mary Shelley)

     Verbs of posture include hold (2), keep (2),  place (1), reseat (1), and settle (1).  In the

eighteenth century data, verbs of posture were only connected with himself. However, a closer

look at some these verbs reveals that their meanings are actually figurative in connection with

herself:

     (38) the terms on which she had placed [[herself]] with him while  she was still
            encumbered  with a husband… (History, James Froude, History of England…)

(39) that before settling [[herself]] for the night she would go into the back room and
             wash? (Trials, Trial of Adelaide Bartlett)
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Reseat did not occur in the COPC corpus, but it is found in the CONCE data on herself. Of

course, the verb is simply related to the verb seat that occurred earlier with himself in the

eighteenth century data. One example of the verb in connection with herself is given below:

     (40) Gives a sigh of relief, reseats [[herself]] and reads. (Drama, T.W. Robertson,
Society)

     Verbs of emotion are much more frequently connected with herself in the CONCE corpus

than in the COPC corpus, which might be due to the Romantic Period characterized by strong

emotions in literature. Earlier, only the verb trouble occurred together with herself. In the

nineteenth century data, this verb is accompanied with several other verbs, such as enjoy (4),

feel (4), frighten (2), distress (1), hate (1), suffer (1), vex (1), and wonder (1). Some examples

are given below:

      (41)   I am glad to find that her health enables her to enjoy [[herself]] so much.
               (Letters, Sara Hutchinson)

      (42)   where she will feel [[herself]] secure… (Fiction, Mary Braddon, Hostages to
               Fortune)

(43) He became very ill suddenly -- (don't say a word to his mother, -- who is apt, the
girls say, to frighten  [[herself]] to death). (Letters, Robert Browning)

As an interesting detail, verbs of emotion almost unexceptionally occur in the texts of female

authors. Only frighten (see the example above) and hate occur in texts that are written by men

– being also the most negative verbs of emotion.

     As regards the verbs of cognition, find (8), content (4),  think (3), imagine (2), believe (1),

and bethink (1) are such verbs in the CONCE data on herself. Being very rare in the

eighteenth century, cognitive verbs have clearly become more often connected with herself in

the nineteenth century. Women are now seen as more cognitive beings, which is illustrated in

the following:

(44) Whatever may have been Elizabeth's private feelings when she found [[herself]] thus
defied… (History, James Froude, History of England… )
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(45) she feels that for such a man she could… content  [[herself]] with the quiet simplicity
of domestic life, (Fiction, Mary Braddon, Hostages to Fortune)

(46) Mrs. Badcock thought [[herself]] obliged to leave them to run round the room after
her drunken Husband  (Letters, Jane Austen)

(47) she was constantly peering in at us, and constantly imagining [[herself]] detected…
(Fiction, Charles Dickens, The Personal History of David Copperfield)

As earlier, verbs of social behaviour are the most common verbs in the CONCE data on

herself. They occupy various roles, of which (a) verbs concerned with a person’s self-image

only include the verb flatter:

(48) and which it is but fair to imagine (even if I did not know the fact), Jane flattered
[[herself]]… (Fiction, T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

(b) Verbs concerned with doing harm to yourself are rare, but chide, poison and rebuke can be

counted as such cases:

(49)  Ph be felt wearied out, and chid [[herself]] for her accesses of yawning …
        (Fiction, Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears…)

(50)  she rebuked [[herself]] for personal feeling in her resentment… (Fiction,
               Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears…)

(c) Verbs concerned with doing something with a great deal of effort are devote, bring, force,

intrude, overdo, and overwork, of which devote is the most frequent verb. For example:

     (51) and she fervently resolved to devote [[herself]] with double energy to watching
            over him… (Fiction, Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears…)

     (52) However, with good management and not overdoing [[herself]], I trust she may
             strengthen. (Letters, Mary Wordsworth)

Compared with the eighteenth century data, the number of these verbs is now greater. Most of

the verbs are again (d) concerned with controlling your personal behaviour, which include a

large scale of verbs. Examples of the most frequent ones are:

     (53) "I did not know --" she began, but checked [[herself]]. (Fiction, Walter Besant,
All Sorts  and Conditions of Men…)

     (54) she wept at her own infidelity, Maxwell bade her console [[herself]] for…
            (Fiction, TE Hook, Maxwell)
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     (55) Some minutes passed before Honora could compose [[herself]]… (Fiction,
            Charlotte Yonge, Hopes and Fears)

In these cases, the verb often implies the weakness of a woman, which is most clearly to be

seen in example (54).

     (e) Verbs concerned with having the wrong idea about something (e.g. fool) are, again,

absent in the data on herself. Similarly, success is not connected with herself, for (f) verbs

concerned with being successful (distinguish, better) are also absent. In contrast, (g) verbs

concerned with talking can be found. Such verbs are address, assure, convince, express, tell,

and bewail. In several cases “talking” also includes inner talk, or thinking. As the Collins

Cobuild English Grammar says, connecting a reflexive pronoun with a reporting verb often

includes the idea of thinking (1990, 335). In terms of this finding, women’s role as cognitive

beings has become more active in the nineteenth century. The examples include:

     (56) to assure [[herself]] that the childishness of old age did not mingle with
            unforgotten pride…  (Fiction, Mary Shelley, The Last Man)

(57)  D. does not say how she expresses [[herself]] that is whether she writes french
              well or  not… (Letters, Mary Wordsworth)

As in the first corpus, (h) Verbs concerned with occupying time only include busy. Establish

and show are (i) verbs concerned with something happening:

     (58) She "wishful to establish [[herself]] in a genteel way of business"? (Fiction,
             Walter Besant, All Sorts and Conditions of Men…)

     (59) The Queen… had now… shown [[herself]] in her true colours; (History, James
             Froude, History of England… )

      Verbs of self-care and equipment are rare, as in the eighteenth century corpus. Dress,

array and adorn are the only verbs of this kind occurring with herself:

     (60) yet, as she arrayed [[herself]] for the evening gala… (Fiction, Mary Shelley,
The Last Man)

     (61) Why did dark night adorn [[herself]] with stars (Fiction, Mary Shelley, The Last
             Man)
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Table 9: semantic distribution of reflexive verbs, 19th century data on herself (CONCE).

Tokens  Occurrences per
100 000 words

Verbs of motion 19 1,8

Verbs of posture  5 0,5
Verbs of emotion  19 1,8
Verbs of
cognition

15 1,4

Verbs of social
behaviour

66 6,3

Verbs of self-care
and equipment

5 0,5

Total 129 12,2

5.2 The reflexive pronoun himself

In total, the reflexive pronoun himself occurs 655 times in the CONCE corpus, making 62

occurrences per 100 000 words. In comparison with the eighteenth century data, where the

pronoun occupied 108 occurrences per 100 000 words, himself has lost some space in the

nineteenth century. However, himself still clearly outnumbers herself in the CONCE corpus.

Of all the 655 tokens, himself occurs 328 times in connection with a verb. These cases are the

main subjects of my analysis. Other cases include examples where the pronoun is used

emphatically or in connection with a preposition:

      (62) The devil [[himself]] must have contrived all this to destroy us! (Drama John
              Poole, Lodgings for Single Gentlemen)

      (63) he would as soon inflict a wife upon [[himself]] as sanction my marrying.
             (Drama John Poole, Lodgings for Single Gentlemen)

5.2.1 The subjects that himself refers to

In this section, I will discuss the roles that men occupy in society in the nineteenth century

with the help of the analysis of those subjects that himself refers to. Bearing in mind the
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earlier discussion on eighteenth century data (see section 4.2.1 above), I will compare the

findings in the COPC and CONCE corpora.

     In the nineteenth century, himself still usually refers to men in high positions. Kings and

princes are still very common (26 tokens), and they always occur in historical writings:

(64) he could hardly take any other side than that of which Charles V. had constituted
[[himself]]  the champion. (History, Samuel Gardiner, History of England…)

(65) The Prince we have lost was one who had endeared [[himself]] to all classes of the
                      community. (Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates. 1850)

Men in other high positions include lords, masters and dukes:

(66) Mr. Fremantle was of opinion the noble lord would have done well to have
corrected [[himself]]… (Debates, The Parliamentary Debates…)

(67) but at the moment when the duke congratulated [[himself]] on his fortunate escape…
(History, John Lingard, History of England…)

The subject “gentleman” occurs a couple of times in the data, being a typical characteristic of

Victorian literature. As it is said in The Norton Anthology of English Literature, Victorian

novelists usually describe “the set of social relationships in the middle-class society

developing around them” (2001, 1875). For example:

(68) that my Gentleman is like to forget [[himself]] in the Parlour & it is no easy matter
to manage him... (Letters, Mary Wordsworth)

As in the data on herself, there are several cases (65) where people are mentioned by their

name. In these cases, himself often refers to men who could also be called “gentlemen”, being

in somewhat higher positions. The examples include:

(69) and as Moss… finding that he was excluded from the cabinet, he wrapped himself
up in his well-furred cloak… (Fiction, T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

(70) Long before the step of the waiter was heard on the staircase, Godfrey had wriggled
[[himself]] and his arm-chair from the window to the table… (Fiction, T.E. Hook,
Maxwell)
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As regards most of the examples, the role of the subject cannot be clearly specified on the

basis of the context. In these cases the subject is usually simply he or a man, having a more

general reference.

(71) He knows that I should never put my name to questionable matter especially at such
a  time as this and considering [[himself]] thus guaranteed looks no further. (Letters,

                Samuel Butler)

(72) Therefore your remarks came upon me to-night with the sort of painful surprise
which a man feels who is accused of the particular sin of which he flatters
[[himself]] he is especially not guilty… (Letters, Thomas Huxley)

     Interestingly, the number of lovers, husbands, and fiancés (20 examples) is clearly greater

in the CONCE corpus than in the eighteenth century data. This phenomenon could be seen as

related to the Romantic Period, when dramatic scenes and great feelings flourish in literature.

The examples include:

(73) my abiding, quenchless love! [he throws [[himself]] at her feet, and seizes her
hand... (Drama, Westland Marston, A Hard Struggle)

(74) was carrying on with a young lady to whom I understood you to say he was
engaging [[himself]].  (Letters, Samuel Butler)

However, compared to the amount of wives, brides and fiancées (see section 5.1.1), love and

marriage is still more often linked with women, not men. Instead of love matters, men often

occupy the roles of soldiers (18), politicians (7), and authors (6) in the nineteenth century:

(75) was a soldier, without fortune, who had raised [[himself]] to the rank he held by
merit. (Debates, The Parliamentary Debates…)

(76) He [the Chancellor of the Exchequer] had stated his objections to both of them;
and… expressed [[himself]] as perfectly satisfied. (Debates, The Parliamentary
Debates…)

(77) Leighton's happiest ornaments of style are made to appear as efforts on the part of
the author to express [[himself]] less ornamentally, more plainly. (Letters, Samuel
Coleridge)

War and political issues have received plenty of space in the nineteenth century. Neither the

beginning nor the end of the nineteenth century were peaceful periods of time, but the first
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one is described as the “time of war” (2001, 1315) and the second period as the time of

“rebellions, massacres, and bungled wars” (2001, 1868) in The Norton Anthology of English

Literature. Authors are not mentioned as often as in the eighteenth century data if we take

into account the number of himself-pronouns, which is greater in the CONCE data. Of course,

this does not mean that authors would have become less important in the nineteenth century,

for “literacy increased significantly during the Victorian period” (2001, 1873). Similarly,

churchmen have become extremely rare in the nineteenth century, now occurring only twice

as the subjects that himself refers to. This suggests that the role of the church is smaller in the

nineteenth century than before. The Norton Anthology of English Literature supports this

argument with the following words:

At the same time that the  British missionary enterprise was expanding, there was
increasing debate about religious belief… Some rationalist challenges to religious belief
that developed  before the Victorian period maintained their influence. The most
significant was Utilitarianism…

(2001, 1866)

The following religious example is taken from the data:

(78) the priest who represents [[himself]], or who is represented to the               public…
(Trials, Trial Boyle vs Wiseman)

     In the eighteenth century data, fathers and sons occurred a couple of times as the subjects

that himself refers to. Now brothers, as in the following example, have replaced them:

(79) Ah! my poor brother… who has renounced all other attachments, and vowed to
devote [[himself]] to the care of a desolate sister… (Drama, John Poole, Lodgings
for  Single Gentlemen)

     Other subjects include labourers, geologists, and scholars. For example:

(80) The power of the labourer to support [[himself]]… (Science, David Ricardo, On the
Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation)

The last example shows that also science is present in nineteenth century England. According

to The Norton Anthology of English Literature, “the challenge to religious belief gradually

shifted from the Utilitarians to some of the leaders of science” (2001, 1867). This
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phenomenon is also suggested by the fact that “science” is one of the genres that occur in the

CONCE corpus.

     One example of an animal is found among the subjects that himself refers to. However, in

this case the expression old horse seems to refer to a man:

(81) That old horse has backed [[himself]] to win the handicap. (Drama, Arthur Pinero,
Dandy Dick)

The following table shows the distribution of subjects that himself refers to in the CONCE

corpus.

Table 10: Subjects that himself refers to, nineteenth century.
Tokens Occurrences per

100 000 words
Kings and princes 26 2,5
Other high positions (lords,
masters, dukes)

23 2,2

Gentlemen 7 0,7
Men mentioned by name 65 6,2
General reference/undefined
role

135 12,8

Soldiers 18 1,7
Politicians 7 0,7
Authors 6 0,6
Churchmen 2 0,2
Brothers 3 0,3
Men as lovers/husbands/fiances 20 1,9
Animals 1 0,1
Others 15 1,4
Total 328 31,3

5.2.2 Classification of verbs preceding himself according to the grade of reflexivity

In this section I will discuss the use of himself as an obligatorily, optionally and non-reflexive

pronoun. First, there are only six types of obligatorily reflexive verbs in the data, which are

absent (2), behave (1), bestir (1), betake (1),  busy (1) and content (3).  Of these verbs, absent

did not occur in my data until the nineteenth century data on herself, now occurring with

himself, too:
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(82) He absented [[himself]] from our employment, without leave. (Trials, Trial of
                Jonathan Martin)

The verbs behave and busy occurred even earlier in the eighteenth data, too. A couple of

examples from the CONCE corpus are given below:

(83) I am sorry to Say that Mr. Henry Drury has behaved [[himself]] to me in a
        manner I neither can nor will bear.

(84) In 1857, therefore, Canning incurred the unpopularity of a ruler who busied
        [[himself]] to moderate violence… (History, Spencer Walpole, A History of
        England)

As regards the verb behave, it is now more rarely found in connection with himself than in the

eighteenth century data, where it occurred four times. In the example above, the verb is

followed by a modifier. As stated earlier in this thesis (see section 4.2.2 above), Poutsma

claims that “when accompanied by a modifier denoting the kind of behaviour, the reflective

pronoun is oftener suppressed than used” (1916, 846). However, so far, all the examples of

behave where the reflexive pronoun has been used in my data have been accompanied by a

modifier. Poutsma also states that when there is no modifier after the reflexive pronoun, “to

behave is almost regularly used with the reflective pronoun” (1916, 846). So far, this

statement is not supported by my data, either, since the examples of behave + herself/himself

without a modifier are absent.

     In contrast, bestir and betake are new acquaintances with himself in the nineteenth century,

being absent in the eighteenth century data. The examples are:

     (85)  the melodious tinkling of a distant sheep-bell will speedily beguile him to
             slumber unless he bestirs [[himself]] somehow. (Fiction, Mary Braddon,

Hostages to Fortune)

     (86)  he betook [[himself]] to the house of an ancient friend of his… (Fiction, T.E.
             Hook, Maxwell)

The meaning of bestir is “to begin to move actively, to manifest activity, to busy oneself”

(OED, 1989). In terms of betake, the meaning of the verb is “to resort, make one's way, turn
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one's course, go. (Here the notion of ‘taking’ or ‘conveying’ oneself becomes distinct.)”

(OED, 1989). These be-verbs that only opt for reflexive objects seem rare even in the

nineteenth century, and they are certainly not common in present-day English.

      Special mention can be made of content. It was the most common verb that was connected

with a reflexive pronoun in the eighteenth century data on himself, but there are only three

examples of content in the nineteenth century corpus. This supports my previous assumption

that the verb would be less common in present-day than in older English. The examples of the

verb are:

(87) He would content [[himself]] by simply stating to the House… (Debates,
Parliamentary Debates)

(88)  if Apperton had acted fairly, and contented [[himself]] by meeting the
               misfortunes which assailed him … (Fiction, T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

     Second, optionally reflexive verbs include 87 occurrences (8,2 occurrences per 100 000

words) in the nineteenth century data on himself. The most frequent optionally reflexive verbs

are present (10), dress (6), seat (6), conduct (4), feel (4), raise (4), devote (3), engage (3),

exert (3), and rouse (3). The following examples of present are taken from the data:

(89) Oh, Blore, now understand me, if that Mr. Darbey ever again presumes to present
[[himself]] at the Deanery I will not see him! (Drama, Arthur Pinero, Dandy Dick)

       (90)  I was shown into his reception-room, or drawing-room; after a  minute  or two
               he presented [[himself]]. (Trials, Trial Boyle vs Wiseman, 1855)

In these two examples of present, the meaning of the verb is “to come into the presence and

sight of another or others, or into a particular place, esp. in a formal manner; to appear,

attend” (OED, 1989). According to the OED, the reflexive pronoun could be omitted in this

sense, giving the following examples:

c1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 357 if two men ben of o date, whoever presenti  first,
shal be avaunsid bifore. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone III. v, Has shee presented? 1626
Staple of N. II. ii, I must correct that ignorance and ouersight, Before I doe present.
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(OED, 1989)

However, as seen above, these examples are very old. Poutsma suggests that the omission of

the reflexive pronoun is unusual, suggesting that it is usually only possible when  “the subject

is the name of an inanimate thing” (e.g. An opportunity for showing his skill presented itself

… ) (1916, 840–845).  As regards the following examples from the CONCE corpus, the

meaning of the verb is “to introduce, esp. formally or ceremoniously; spec. to introduce at

court, or before a sovereign or other superior” (OED, 1989). In these cases, the omission of

the reflexive pronoun does not seem possible:

(91)  In short, he presented [[himself]] to his Majesty with such an accumulation of
         merits… (Debates, The Parliamentary Debates from the Year 1803 to the
        Present Time)

       (92) he presented [[himself]] as the conqueror of Soult… (Debates, The
              Parliamentary Debates from the Year 1803 to the Present Time)

Present is then a verb whose interpretation as an optionally reflexive verb is not a matter of

course. In terms of the nineteenth century data, it seems to opt for a reflexive object happily,

occurring with himself ten times.

Dress is more self-evidently an optionally reflexive pronoun. The following examples are

taken from the CONCE corpus:

     (93) He got up, and dressed [[himself]], but I cannot tell exactly the hour when he
             went out. (Trials, The Trial of Charled Angus, 1808)

     (94) Did he wash and dress [[himself]]? Yes, he washed, and dressed, and shaved.
            (Trials, Trial of William Palmer, 1856)

This verb always occurs in trial texts, as seen above. Interestingly, it was totally absent as a

reflexive verb in the eighteenth century corpus, but in the nineteenth century data, it is

connected with both herself and himself. As Poutsma points out, the usage of this verb is

“very variable” (1916, 847). This remark is supported by the following entry in the OED:

refl. (and pass.) To attire oneself with attention to fashion or artistic effect; spec. to put
on the more elaborate costume proper for a dinner or evening party or for a ceremonial
occasion; also, simply, to attire oneself, put on one's clothes…
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    1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 27 4 He was come back to dress himself for a ball.
1894 BARING-     GOULD Kitty III. 9 He saw the lawyer  dressing himself and shaving.

(OED, 1989)

As regards the examples of dress + himself in the CONCE corpus, the meaning “to put on the

more elaborate costume… ” is not very common, even if it is said to be especially connected

with the usege of the verb in connection with a reflexive pronoun. Only the following

example applies to that definition to some extent:

       (95) You have heard the statement as to his dressing [[himself]] in seal skins …
               (Trials, Report of the Trial of Jonathan Martin, 1829)

Seat is a verb that occurs only in connection with himself in both the eighteenth and the

nineteenth century corpora. The following examples from the CONCE corpus illutrate its

usage:

     (96) At luncheon a gigantic St. Bernard seated [[himself]] between Miss Mundella
            and me. (Letters, Matthew Arnold)

     (97) who crosses and seats [[himself]] at desk… (Drama, Tom Taylor, The Ticket-of-
            Leave Man)

As seen above, the construction to seat + himself is usually followed by modifiers denoting

place. This statement is supported by the OED, for according to it, seat is constantly followed

by “at, in, upon, etc.” when it is used in connection with a reflexive pronoun in the sense “to

take one's seat, sit down” (OED, 1989). Only in the following example from the data, the

modifier is not found:

(98) General seats [[himself]]. (Drama, Thomas Morton, The School of Reform…)

Feel and  raise were not very common verb in the eighteenth century data. They occur four

times in the nineteenth century data, and the following example may be given:

     (99) There were moments when he felt [[himself]] overwhelmed… (History, Thomas
             Macaulay, The  History of England from the Accession of James the Second)

(100) Herod just raised [[himself]] up in his bed to give the mandate for his
               execution, and then fell back …
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Other examples of optionally reflexive verbs in the nineteenth century corpus include the

following:

     (101) He desires me to express to you that he would heartily devote [[himself]] to the
               business in all its laborious parts… (Letters, William Blake)

     (102) and to try to find out what Charles really meant before engaging [[himself]] to
               anything. (History, Samuel Gardiner, History of England)

     (103) he exerts [[himself]] whilst here in every good work just the same as when he
               is in the country. (Debates, Parliamentary Debates)

     (104) Cloudwrays rouses [[himself]]. (Drama, T.W. Robertson, Society)

     Third, as in the eighteenth century data, ‘non-reflexive’ verbs are the most frequent verbs,

occupying 232 occurrences in the CONCE corpus. The most common non-reflexive verbs in

the nineteenth century data include persuade (13), find (12), make (12), and throw (10). A

couple of examples are given below:

      (105) with his nature, article-writing for bread will be worse than he has just
persuaded [[himself]] to think. (Letters, George Eliot)

      (106) the noble Lord had found [[himself]] attacked by the combined power of the
                landlords and the Church... ( Debates, Parliamentary Debates)

      (107) he would have no difficulty in making [[himself]] master of the six thousand
                Spaniards and Italians who remained. (History, Samuel Gardiner, History of
               England…)

 (108) he was throwing [[himself]] about the bed, and he says, "Oh! Palmer, I shall
               die;" or "Oh! Doctor, I shall die."… (Trials, Trial of William Palmer)

Of these verbs, make and find are almost equally common in both the eighteenth and

nineteenth century corpora. However, persuade and throw were not common verbs in the

eighteenth century data on himself. Persuade seems to be a very male verb, for it has not

occurred with herself at all, neither in the COPC nor the CONCE corpus. In contrast, throw is

a very common reflexive verb, for the searches for both herself and himself in both of the two

corpora discussed so far have produced examples of this verb. As the example (244) above
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shows, the verb is usually used in very dramatic contexts, which can easily be connected with

the Romantic Period.

     The following table shows the distribution of obligatorily, optionally and non-reflexive

verbs in the nineteenth century data (CONCE corpus) on himself.

Table 11: the grade of reflexivity, 19th century, himself.

Tokens Occurrences per 100 000
words

Obligatorily reflexive    9 0,9
Optionally reflexive   87 8,2
Non-reflexive 232 22,0
Total 328 31,1

5.2.3 Semantic classification of verbs preceding himself

In this section, I will consider the semantic aspects of the verbs connected with himself,

comparing my findings with those discussed earlier in section 4.2.3. The most common verbs

of motion include throw (6), absent (2), enter (2), get (2), and  wriggle (2). A couple of

examples are given below:

     (109) The duke of Athens, constable of France, was the first to throw [[himself]] in
               their  way… (History, John Lingard, A History of England…)

     (110) and instead of taking a passage to America in the character of a gentleman,
entered  [[himself]] as a common sailor… (Fiction, T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

     (111) he forthwith entered [[himself]] on board… (Fiction, T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

     (112) A convict get [[himself]] into a respectable situation. (Drama, Tom Taylor,
The Ticket-of Leave Man)

Trow is the most common verb of motion even with himself, which was also the case with

herself in the nineteenth century corpus. Enter occurs for the first time with a reflexive

pronoun in the CONCE corpus. In both of the examples the verb is used in connection with

ships and in T.E. Hook’ s texts. Both the context and the author's personal style might explain

its occurrence with a reflexive pronoun. As regards get, Peitsara says that when the verb is

connected with a reflexive pronoun, “there is always a connotation of managing, finishing or
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obtaining something” (1997, 319). This applies to example (112) from the data, where “a

respectable situation” clearly is something to obtain.

     Verbs of posture include the verbs put (6), place (4), raise (4), rouse (4), and seat (6).

These verbs are then more common in the nineteenth century than in the eighteenth century

data on himself, and as stated earlier, they are most usually connected with the male pronoun

himself.  A few examples are:

     (113) he put [[himself]] in instant march… (History, George Grote, History of
              Greece)

     (114) Dr. Wiseman had placed [[himself]] in  opposition to thirty or forty bishops…
              (Trials, Trial  Boyle vs Wiseman, 1855)

     (115) Cloudwrays rouses [[himself]. (Drama, T.W. Robertson, Society)

As the examples show, verbs of posture have both concrete and figurative meanings when

they connected with himself.  In contrast, they were mainly used figuratively in connection

with herself.

     Emotional verbs include feel (4), bother (1), enjoy (1), suffer (1), and trouble (1), of which

the first one is the most frequent verb.

     (116) he felt [[himself]] for the first time in his life run very low down indeed.
               (Fiction, Walter Besant, All Sorts and Conditions of Men…)

Surprisingly, the number of these verbs is now smaller than in the eighteenth century data on

himself, even if it could have been assumed that feelings are a more common topic in the

literature of the Romantic Period. It seems that emotional verbs are more preferably

connected with the female than the male pronoun in the CONCE corpus.

     The most frequent cognitive verbs are find (12), consider (5), think (4) and content (3).

Other cognitive verbs include believe, fancy, know, own, picture, pledge, promise, and reckon.

Even if time has bridged the gap between herself and himself in terms of the number of
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cognitive verbs that they opt for, himself is still combined with cognitive verbs more often

than herself in the nineteenth century.  A few examples are:

     (117) where the most athletic thinker will find [[himself]] tracing a rich vein from the
              surface downward… (Letters, Samuel Coleridge)

     (118) He considered [[himself]] bound to act according to his dreams? (Trials, Trial
              of Jonathan Martin, 1829)

     (119) He would content [[himself]] by simply stating to the House, from official
               returns, the decline which had taken place in the revenue… (Debates,

Parliamentary Debates…)

     As in the earlier corpus, verbs of social behaviour are common in the CONCE corpus. (a)

Verbs concerned with a person’s self-image include congratulate, flatter, and ingratiate. The

number of these verbs is smaller in the CONCE corpus than in the eighteenth century, but a

few examples can be found, usually in historical texts.

     (120) the duke congratulated [[himself]] on his fortunate escape… (History, John
              Lingard, A History of England…)

(121) which he hoped would at the same time employ the people, and ingratiate
              [[himself]] with all classes (History, Henry Milman, The History of the Jews)

     For instance, criminate, despise, expose, forget, hurt, murder and subject are (b) verbs

concerned with doing harm to yourself. With 19 occurrences, these verbs are numerous in the

nineteenth century data on himself, including both mentally and physically harming acts of

behaviour. Dramatic scenes are often present in the corpus, such as the following:

     (122) He heartily despised [[himself]], he was angry with Perdita… (Fiction, Mary
               Shelley, The Last Man)

     (123)  James boasts of having exposed [[himself]] to very serious danger in order to
               save his brother's soul. (Letters, Thomas Macaulay)

These negative verbs illustrate nicely the spirit of the literature of the Victorian Period, for it

is “melancholy, not gaiety” that is characteristic of this era (2001, 1870).

     (c) Verbs concerned with doing something with a great deal of effort include addict, apply,

attach, bestir, bind, bring, commit, devote, employ, engage, and exert. The number of these
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verbs is remarkable, as in the eighteenth century data. Examples of the most frequent verbs

are:

     (124) he would heartily devote [[himself]] to the business in all its laborious parts
               (Letters, William Blake)

     (125) and he exerted [[himself]] so brilliantly to make the thing pass off well…
              (Fiction, Charles Dickens, The Personal History of David Copperfield)

(126) Adrian, who imbibed it with ardour, and instantly engaged [[himself]] in plans
              for its execution. (Fiction, Mary Shelley, The Last Man)

(d) Verbs concerned with controlling your personal behaviour are also numerous, of which

assimilate, behave, check, collect, conduct and control are only a few examples.

     (127) he began rather quickly, but checking [[himself]], added… (Fiction, Jane
               Austen, Emma)

     (128) He conducted [[himself]] very soberly, during the time he was with me.
             (Trials, Trial of Jonathan Martin, 1829)

     Cheat and deceive are the only (e) verbs concerned with having the wrong idea about

something. Being absent in the COPC corpus, this group of verbs now occurs for the first time

in the CONCE corpus. The examples are:

     (129) and endeavouring to cheat [[himself]] into the belief that he had never
              wronged her. (Fiction, Mary Shelley, The Last Man)

     (130)  which may convince him that he has been deceiving [[himself]]. (Letters, Jane
               Austen)

Acquit, distinguish, endear, enrich, improve, qualify, reconcile, and recover can be seen as

(f) verbs concerned with being successful. Additionally, make can be added to this list, since

it usually indicates successful actions in connection with himself. As in the earlier data,

success is seen as masculine property even in the nineteenth century literature, being absent in

the data on herself in both the COPC and the CONCE corpora. It will be interesting to see

whether that situation changes when I’ll have a glance at present-day data later in this thesis.

A couple of examples that indicate success from the CONCE corpus are:
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     (131) he had been his own minister for maritime affairs, and had, in that capacity,
acquitted  [[himself]] respectably… History Thomas Macaulay, The History of

             England…)

     (132) and the attempt to qualify [[himself]] for the post would take him away from
               the investigations (Letters, Thomas Huxley)

      (133) he would have no difficulty in making [[himself]] master of the six thousand
                Spaniards (History, Samuel Gardiner, History of England…)

      (g) Verbs concerned with talking are also commonly connected with himself in the

CONCE corpus. For example, address, ask, assure, correct, declare, express, persuade,

represent, and unburthen are such verbs. For instance:

     (134) efforts on the part of the author to express [[himself]] less ornamentally, more
               plainly. (Letters Samuel Coleridge)

     (135) poor Edward could immediately unburthen [[himself]] of his secret Fiction,
              T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

In addition to busy, amuse belongs to the group of (h) verbs concerned with occupying time:

     (136) It was at one of the windows of this room that Moss amused [[himself]], by
               watching the little shopping parties of the belles of Guilford and its
               vicinity… (Fiction, T.E. Hook, Maxwell)

(i) Verbs concerned with something happening only include present and show:

     (137) after a  minute or two he presented [[himself]]. (Trials, Trial Boyle vs
              Wiseman, 1855)

     (138) Let him show [[himself]] on the hustings of Marylebone (Debates,
Parliamentary Debates)

     Verbs of self-care and equipment include dose, dress, arm, doctore, feed, furnish, gorge,

physick, prepare, warm, wash and wrap up. These verbs are now much more numerous than

in the eighteenth century corpus. Dose and Dress are by far the most frequent verbs, occurring

six times in connection with himself in the CONCE corpus, usually in trial texts:

     (139) Did he dress [[himself]] entirely? ( Trials, Trial of William Palmer, 1856)

     (140)  Now, I ask you whether that conversation took place… about the time when
                Mrs Maybrick told you about his dosing [[himself]] by taking the medicine?
                Trials, Trial of Michael Maybrick)
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Other examples include the following ones:

     (141) before the Dikastery used to arm [[himself]] with a speech from Lysias or
              Demosthenes.(History, George Grote, History of Greece)

(142) though with that addition he would be unable to furnish [[himself]] with the
              same quantity of corn and other commodities (Science, David Ricardo, On the
             Principles of Political Economy…)

     (143) and Richmond who had just come home was warming [[himself]] by the
              nursery fire. Letters, Anne Ritchie)

As in example (141), some verbs of self-care and equipment have figurative meanings, while

they were used only in concrete contexts in the eighteenth century corpus.

Table 12: semantic distribution of reflexive verbs, 19th century data on himself (CONCE) .

Tokens Occurrences per
100 000 words

Verbs of motion  26  2,5

Verbs of posture   30  2,8
Verbs of emotion   8  0,8
Verbs of
cognition

 35 3,3

Verbs of social
behaviour

205 19,4

Verbs of self-care
and equipment

30 2,8

Total 328 31
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6. Analysis of reflexivity in present-day English

This section illustrates the use of the reflexive pronoun in present-day English. I will discuss

findings from the Collins Cobuild Corpus’ subcorpus British books8 (fiction and non-fiction,

5 354 262 words), following the same model of analysis as in sections 4 and 5. The present-

day corpus gives us an opportunity to examine the development of reflexivity, as the current

findings are compared with those from the COPC and the CONCE corpora.  For the samples

of examples from the CCC corpus and for the lists of verbs that occur with herself and

himself, see Appendices I, J, K, and L.

6.1 The reflexive pronoun herself

The simple search for herself in the CCC corpus produced 1503 tokens (28 occurrences per

100 000 words). Compared to the eighteenth (9,8 occurrences) and nineteenth centuries (24,3

occurrences), the female pronoun has received slightly more space in present-day literature. In

contrast, himself occurs 3183 times (59,4 occurrences per 100 000 words) in the CCC corpus,

as in the eighteenth (108 occurrences per 100 000 words) and in the nineteenth centuries (62

occurrences per 100 000 words) the numbers were higher. It seems then that the position of

herself has improved, while himself has lost some space in literature during the last three

centuries. Of course, this can be directly related to the position of women, which “was rapidly

changing”at the turn of the last century. This is illustrated in the following extract from The

Norton Anthology of English Literature:

The Married Woman’s Property Act of 1882… the admission of women to the
universities… the  fight for women’s suffrage… these events marked a change in the
attitude toward women and in part they played in the national life as well as in the relation
between the sexes, which is reflected in a variety of ways in the literature of the period.

(2001, 2272)

8 From now on, I will use the abbreviation CCC for this corpus.
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However, even if this attitude to women is reflected in the increasing use of the female

pronoun, himself still outnumbers herself in present-day English.

     Because my analysis concentrates on the use of the reflexive pronoun in connection with

verbs, I used the opportunity to limit the search to “VB+herself” (basic form of a

verb+herself) and “VBD+herself” (past tense of a verb + herself). This specific search is

enabled by the CCC corpus9, but it was not possible in connection with the COPC and the

CONCE corpora. The search string “VB+herself” produced 207 examples, of which I chose

100 examples (about 50%) randomly. The search string “VBD+herself” produced 400

examples, of which I chose 200 examples (about 50%) randomly. In total, my analysis of

herself in the CCC corpus then includes 300 examples, which I find sufficient for the

purposes of this study. Of these, four examples were considered as irrelevant for my study,

since they were cases where the reflexive pronoun was not directly linked to a verb, as in the

following example of an emphatic use of the pronoun:

(1) Why must she go herself? (CCC, ukbooks)

The omission of these cases leaves us 296 examples of herself to analyse.

6.1.1 The subjects that herself refers to

As in the earlier centuries, women are still frequently mentioned in connection with men in

the present-day corpus. They occupy the roles of wives, widows, and mistresses in 28 cases.

For instance:

(2) She couldn´t help [[herself]], she had to hear what her man replied. (CCC,
ukbooks)

(3) Marcia thought [[herself]] in love with Werner von Artzfeld. (CCC,
ukbooks)

9 In addition to ”VB+herself” and ”VBD+herself,” there are other possible search strings, too. These are
“VBG+herself” (the -ing  form of a verb), “VBI+herself” (infinitive), “VBN+herself” (present or past perfect),
and “VBZ +herself” (present tense 3rd form). I chose only the first two search strings, for I considered them to
give me enough data for the purposes of this study. Those two search strings were chosen partly because they
were the first two search strings on the aphabetical list, and because they produced the most matches.
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The royalty are not as well represented in present-day English as in the earlier data. Queens

and princesses only occur a few times in the CCC corpus, which suggests that their role in

society has become less important:

(4) The Princess Royal could teach her a great deal about handling the press
and how to behave in public. But of course she would never volunteer

       [[herself]] as a tutor.

Not even other high positions are popular. In 104 cases herself simply refers to women’s first

names, which is a growing tendency that dates mainly from the nineteenth century (see

section 5.1.1.above). For example:

(5) Marcia, poor girl, could find [[herself]] in a nasty situation. (CCC,
ukbooks)

(6) Norma was usually too tired to make [[herself]] lunch when she came
home. (CCC, ukbooks)

At least in these examples the women that are mentioned by their first names do not seem to

occupy very high positions in society.

    In turn, the titles Mrs. and lady have become extremely rare in the present-day corpus,

occurring only a couple of times in connection with herself:

(7) Mrs Nielson enthusiastically heaped her plate with hot and cold this-and-that’s... got
[[herself]]  into the corner… (CCC, ukbooks)

(8) Lady Rice had to ease [[herself]] to sit against the edge…  (CCC, ukbooks)

In most of the cases herself simply refers to she. In these cases, the role of the woman in

question cannot usually be specified on the basis of the context, as in the following examples:

(9) She would get [[herself]] home… (CCC, ukbooks)

(10) She wanted to rid [[herself]] of this problem… [[herself]]

     Mothers, daughters and sisters are present in nine examples from the data, preserving their

position among the subjects that herself refers to:

(11)  she willingly sacrificed [[herself]] for her children. (CCC, ukbooks)
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(12)  and that had not helped her free [[herself]]… She had been the youngest
                of a   family of four girls… (CCC, ukbooks)

     As an interesting, new detail, women often occur as patients in the present-day corpus,

who are trying to get rid of physical or mental problems:

(13) It was difficult to project [[herself]] back to those nightmarish first weeks
                in hospital… (CCC, ukbooks)

(14) and got [[herself]] stuck in a coma in some hospital… (CCC, ukbooks)

(15) the support she needed to explore [[herself]] more openly and with less
               fear… (CCC, ukbooks)

Interestingly, in a couple of cases herself refers to inanimate subjects such as Great Britain

and Church:

(16) Great Britain would find [[herself]] not only the greatest power in…
(CCC, ukbooks)

(17) The Church, in fidelity to the example of the Lord, does not consider
[[herself]] authorized to admit women to priestly ordination… (CCC,

               ukbooks)

According to Jespersen, countries are often considered feminine (1961b, 216), which is nicely

illustrated in example (296). In some cases herself refers to animals such as spiders or birds:

(18) the spider, caught in her own web, fought to free [[herself]] … (CCC,
ukbooks)

(19) The linnet shook [[herself]] and preened a few feathers on her breast to
               calm herself down.(CCC, ukbooks)

Other examples of the subjects include e.g. students and workers, which suggest the more

active role of women in present-day society. However, women are still mentioned

surprisingly rarely in connection with their roles in working life. Two examples are given

below:

(20) Anna immediately left university and found a job. She knew she must
drive [[herself]] forward with feverish energy… (CCC, ukbooks)

(21) The assistant excused [[herself]] then returned a minute later. (CCC,
ukbooks)
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Table 13: Subjects that herself refers to in present-day English.
Tokens Occurrences

per 100 000
words

Wives/ widows/fiancées 28 0,5
Royalty 3 0,06

First name 104 1,9
Mrs. 2 0,04
Lady, mademoiselle 6 0,11
She, undefined role 119 2,2
Mothers, daughters or sisters 9 0,17
Patients 12 0,2
Inanimate/animal 5 0,09
Others (student, prisoner, worker) 8 0,15
Total 296 5,5

6.1.2 Classification of the verbs preceding herself according to the grade of reflexivity

Next, I will discuss the types of verbs that are used in connection with herself in present-day

English on the basis of examples from the Collins Cobuild Corpus (for a list of these verbs,

see Appendix K).

     As in the eighteenth and the nineteenth century data, obligatorily reflexive verbs are very

rare in the present-day corpus. The only examples of these verbs are those of busy and

demean:

(22) the closed door while Oracle busied [[herself]]. (CCC, ukbooks)

(23) The threat of a relationship ending is devastating to her, and she is willing
                to continue to demean [[herself]] so long as the relationship continues.
                (CCC, ukbooks)

The verb demean now occurs for the first time in my study. According to Poutsma, this verb

belongs to the group of verbs that “are never, or hardly ever, found without the reflective

pronoun”, but he adds that the verb is “occasionally used with another object” (1916, 840–
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841). A glance at the OED reveals that demean occupies several different entries, of which the

following examples can be considered relevant for my discussion:

1. trans. To lower in condition, status, reputation or character. 1715 J. BARKER Exilius
I. 59 By it [jealousy] we demean the Person we love, through unworthy Suspicion. 2.
esp. refl. To lower or humble oneself. 1876 BLACK Madcap V. xxix. 260   Could a girl
so far demean herself as to ask for love?

(OED, 1989)

The first example from the OED shows that demean can opt for other objects than reflexive

pronouns, too. The second entry, “to lower or humble oneself” applies to the example from

the CCC corpus (above). It should be noted that both busy and demean are not absolutely

obligatorily reflexive, but on some rare occasions they can opt for other objects.

     In turn, optionally reflexive verbs are more numerous, including apply, attach, bath, calm

down, cheer, comfort, confine, curl,  devote, enrol, familiarize, feel, heave, hide, hurl, identify,

keep, move, perch, persuade, prepare, present, prove, rouse, seat, settle, sit, spin,  starve,

steady, stop, swing, towel, vex, volunteer, will, wrap, and wrestle. Compared to the earlier

data, herself now opts for a much wider variety of optionally reflexive verbs. The most

frequent verbs in thee CCC corpus are feel (8 occurrences), settle (4), stop (4), devote (3) and

present (3). The examples of feel include the following ones:

(24) had been shy as a child, and felt [[herself]] plain. (CCC, ukbooks)

(25) Carra felt [[herself]] goggling open-mouthed like some… (CCC, ukbooks)

Feel has become more commonly connected with a reflexive pronoun since the nineteenth

century, for it was still hardly used in connection with herself or himself in the eighteenth

century data. As the examples above show, it is mainly used in the senses “to regard oneself

as sth” (example 304) or “to be conscious of (a subjective fact); to be the subject of,

experience” (example 305), with a complement or an infinitive (OED, 1989). Similarly, the

verb settle is now often connected with the reflexive pronoun herself:

(26) She settled [[herself]] becomingly on the gilt settee… (CCC, ukbooks)
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(27) She picked up the guitar and settled [[herself]] on to the stool.  (CCC,
                ukbooks)

I all the examples of settle in the CCC data, the verb is used in the sense “to seat” (in a chair).

As the OED suggests, the verb is “chiefly refl.” in the sense “to dispose oneself comfortably,

adjust one's position on a chair, etc. with the intention of remaining seated.” The

comfortableness of the action is clearly implied by the modifier becomingly in the first

example from the CCC data above, and in the second example, the intention of remaining

seated for a while is suggested by the clause She picked up the guitar, for playing the guitar is

usually connected with staying seated. Poutsma states that “to settle retains the reflective

pronoun in most shades of meaning” (1916, 851). However, I consider the verb as an

optionally reflexive pronoun, for there are several entries in the OED where the verb is used

without the reflexive pronoun. These will not be discussed in detail here because the

examples from the OED only illustrate the use of the verb in the sense described above.

     Interestingly, even the verb stop does not occur in my study until present-day English,

where it carries the meaning “to come to a stand, cease to move or act” (OED, 1989):

(28) shouted a warning but couldn't stop [[herself]] in time. (CCC, ukbooks)

(29) Sharon couldn't stop [[herself]] from laughing. (CCC, ukbooks)

As regards devote, it continues to be commonly connected with a reflexive pronoun in

present-day English. As an interesting detail, women usually devoted themselves to men in

the nineteenth century corpus (see p.42 above), while in present-day English the verb occurs

in totally different contexts, suggesting the more active role of women in present-day

language. A few examples illustrate this phenomenon:

(30) Labanna would devote [[herself]] to her work… (CCC, ukbooks)

(31) up in her chamber and devoted [[herself]] to scrying and
               meditation… (CCC, ukbooks)
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     Most of the verbs in the present-day data on herself are non-reflexive, of which the most

frequent verbs are find (44 examples), tell (18), see (10), force (9), let (7), help (6), and make

(6). Compared with the earlier corpora, verbs that “denote co-reference in contrast with non-

co-referential objects” (1985, 356) have become even more common in present-day English.

The verb find was among the most common verbs even in the nineteenth century data on both

herself and himself, outnumbering now all other verbs in the present-day corpus:

(32) She found [[herself]] wishing this very much indeed. (CCC, ukbooks)

(33) And Marcia found [[herself]] pouring out her heart. (CCC, ukbooks)

To illustrate a couple of other cases where the reflexive pronoun is used ´non-reflexively’, the

following examples from the CCC corpus will be given:

(34) She told [[herself]] not to be sanctimonious… (CCC, ukbooks)

(35) Angelica saw [[herself]] as orphaned. (CCC, ukbooks)

     When compared with the earlier data, some interesting changes have taken place in the use

of certain verbs. Content and unite were among the most common reflexive verbs in the

CONCE data on herself, but they are absent in the CCC data. This might suggest that these

verbs usually occur without the reflexive pronoun in present-day English. Out of curiosity, I

tried the search string “content”, and a glance at the examples from the data revealed that the

word usually is used without a reflexive pronoun. However, in these cases it is not used as a

verb, but as a complement of the verb be, as in the following example.

(36) I think I could be content with your job. (CCC, ukbooks)

This usage is clearly an alternative to the verbal use of content. However, this construction

does dot receive great attention here, since the focus of this study is on the verbal use of

reflexive pronouns. In those few cases when content is used as a verb, it usually still occurs

in connection with a reflexive pronoun, as in the following:
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(37) and the Normans contented themselves with sacking the city… (CCC,
                ukbooks)

As regards unite, a small search shows that it is used as a real verb more often than content,

but it is hardly ever connected with a reflexive pronoun in the CCC corpus. In this case, it is

possible to claim that unite is less visibly used with a reflexive pronoun in present-day

English than in the earlier data.

Table 14: grade of reflexivity, present-day  data on herself.
Tokens Occurrences per 100 000

words
Obligatorily reflexive          2 0,04
Optionally reflexive         59 1,1
Non-reflexive         234

4,4
Total         296 5,5

6.1.3 Semantic classification of the verbs preceding herself

In present-day English, verbs of motion include bring, curl, cut off, drive, ease, get, heave,

hide, hurl, launch, move, perch, propel, shake, spin, stop, surround, swing, take, and wrestle.

Additionally, even the verbs bury, catch, grip, hug, lock, pat, shut, and thump could be

mentioned here, since they involve some sort of physical motion. It seems then that a great

number of different verbs of motion can be connected with herself in present-day English,

even if none of them occurs very often in the CCC corpus. The most common verbs of motion

are get, throw, and stop. Of these verbs, throw has preserved its status as one of the most

common verbs of motion that are connected with herself ever since the eighteenth century.

The following examples are taken from the CCC corpus:

(38) though she got [[herself]] hoisted on to horsehack… (CCC, ukbooks)

(39) Arakny, muttering, threw [[herself]] into a chair. (CCC, ukbooks)

(40) shouted a warning but couldn't stop [[herself]] in time. (CCC, ukbooks)
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However, it should be noted that even if there are plenty of different verbs of motion in the

CCC corpus, single verbs do not usually occupy many occurrences in the data. They are then

not necessarily firmly attached to the reflexive pronoun, but a number of them are optionally

reflexive verbs, which can be used either with or without a reflexive pronoun.

   Verbs of posture include hold, keep, pull (together, up), put, rouse, seat, set, settle, sit, and

steady. The examples of the most frequent verbs are:

(41) the lady kept [[herself]] hidden all the next day as well. (CCC, ukbooks)

(42) She pulled [[herself]] up sharply… (CCC, ukbooks)

(43) Oracle settled [[herself]] in the rocking chair… (CCC, ukbooks)

Similarly to the verbs of motion, the number of different verbs of posture suggests the more

physically active role of women in present-day English. However, since none of the verbs

occur remarkably often in the data, the usage of these verbs has not become much more

common since the nineteenth century. The great number of verbs of motion and posture

could, of course, be partly explained by the great number of past tense forms in the data from

the CCC corpus, too. As Peitsara says, most of the “reflexive verbs of motion are found in

narrative in the past tense (1997, 317).

      Verbs of emotion occur a few times in the present-day data on herself, including cheer,

enjoy, feel, hate, surprise and vex. With eight occurrences, feel is the most common verb of

emotion:

(44) She felt [[herself]] tensing… (CCC, ukbooks)

(45) but inside she felt [[herself]] melting like a wax doll in Hell. (CCC,
               ukbooks)

All the other verbs of emotion mainly occur once in the CCC corpus. The number of verbs of

emotion is slightly smaller in the present-day data than in the nineteenth century data (see

section 5.1.3). In the nineteenth century, the great number of emotive verbs could be

explained with the Romantic Period in literature.
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     For instance, believe (3), find (44), promise (3), remind (4), see (10) and think (10) can be

seen as verbs of cognition. The examples are:

(46) Joni, in particular, found [[herself]] growing in knowledge and… (CCC,
               ukbooks)

(47) Now she found [[herself]] thinking about Rick. (CCC, ukbooks)

(48) Down in her guts she saw [[herself]] as a prop to her man. (CCC,
                      ukbooks)

(49) Marcia thought  [[herself]] in love with Werner von Arzfeld. (CCC,
               ukbooks)

As in the nineteenth century data, verbs of cognition are commonly connected with herself in

present-day English, and now some verbs (e.g. find) are extremely frequent in the data.

However, verbs of cognition occur exactly as often with herself in present-day English as in

the nineteenth century if we consider their occurrences per 100 000 words (1,4/100 000

words). Therefore, it cannot be necessarily claimed that women are considered more active

thinkers now than in the previous centuries.

As in the earlier data, verbs of social behaviour occupy a number of verbs. One verb,

congratulate, is (a) concerned with a person’s self-image:

(50) the new Mary, seemed to congratulate herself on just about everything.
               (CCC,  ukbooks)

After the eighteenth century, these verbs have become more rarely used in connection with

reflexive pronouns.

     On the other hand, (b) verbs concerned with doing harm to yourself have become frequent

in the present-day corpus. These verbs include blame, chide, curse, demean, kill, neglect,

prove, reveal, sacrifice and scold.

(51) The threat of a relationship ending is devastating to her, and she is willing
               to continue to demean [[herself]] so long as the relationship continues.
               (CCC, ukbooks)

(52) she willingly sacrificed [[herself]] for her children. (CCC, ukbooks)
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(53) She cursed [[herself]] inwardly for reacting like some… (CCC, ukbooks)

(54) before she proved [[herself]] incapable of playing Lady Klein. (CCC,
               ukbooks)

Even the verb prove, which could eventually be considered as a verb denoting success, now

occurs in a negative context. These verbs were still rarely connected with herself in both the

COPC and the CONCE corpora. In present-day English, women act more self-destructively.

This could be partly explained by “the rise of various kinds of pessimism and stoicism” at the

turn of the last century (2001, 2272). However, not only are women connected with negative

acts of behaviour, but they are also connected with verbs that express active conduct. (c)

Verbs concerned with doing something with a great deal of effort or commitment include

apply, attach, bring, devote, force, starve, steel, and urge:

(55)       Anna applied [[herself]], heart as well as mind, to her work. (CCC,
              ukbooks)

(56) At last she forced [[herself]] to pick up the phone… (CCC, ukbooks)

(57) there was an old woman who starved [[herself]] to give what she
               had… (CCC, ukbooks)

     (d) Verbs concerned with personal behaviour are numerous. For example, allow, control,

calm down, check, collect, confine, comfort, compose and let are concerned with controlling

your behaviour:

(58) Meir confined [[herself]] to saying, I'm very happy that the… (CCC,
                ukbooks)

(59) before she could begin to compose [[herself]]… (CCC, ukbooks)

(60) did Marianne let [[herself]] recognize the reason for it. (CCC, ukbooks)

Deceive is the only (e) verb concerned with having the wrong idea about something. Of

course, this verb also belongs to the category (b) “doing harm to yourself”.

(61) She was not wholly unaware that she deceived [[herself]]. (CCC, ukbooks)
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There are hardly any (f) verbs concerned with being successful in the present-day data on

herself. Only one example of make can be seen as related to success, and in this case the

subject is not a woman but Great Britain:

(62)        when Great Britain initiated the consolidation of her Indian possessions
               and in the process made  [[herself]] the foremost power in the
               subcontinent.

The absence of success verbs in connection with herself has been typical of all the three

corpora in this study.

(g) Verbs that are concerned with talking include ask, assure, call, convince, describe,

excuse, express, introduce, order, persuade, tell and unburden. For example:

(63) Siobhan excused [[herself]] and crossed to a group of friends… (CCC,
                ukbooks)

(64) Lady Rice introduced [[herself]] to the unknown woman… (CCC,
                ukbooks)

Talking is then one of the main activities that are connected with the female pronoun in

present-day English. As in the earlier corpora, (h) verbs concerned with occupying time only

include busy:

(65)       Ellel folded her arms and leaned against the closed door while Oracle
             busied [[herself]]. (CCC, ukbooks)

Present can be seen as a (i) verb concerned with something happening or occurring.

(66)       A suitable candidate for A.P s initiation presented [[herself]] to him and
              Jeremy  immediately they arrived… (CCC, ukbooks)

     Verbs of self-care and equipment include bath, clean, disguise, feed, light, prepare, scrub,

towel, uncover, and wrap. For instance:

(67) arrived at the waterfall, she bathed [[herself]] there… (CCC, ukbooks)

(68) She disguised [[herself]] in the clothes of a man… (CCC, ukbooks)

(69) where she wrapped [[herself]] in her cloak and blankets… (CCC,
               ukbooks)
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Compared with the earlier corpora, there is now a number of different verbs of self-care and

equipment that are connected with herself, even if each of them usually only occurs once.

Table 15: semantic distribution of reflexive verbs, present-day data on herself (CONCE).

Tokens  Occurrences per
100 000 words

Verbs of motion 43 0,8

Verbs of posture  18 0,3
Verbs of emotion  14 0,2
Verbs of
cognition

77 1,44

Verbs of social
behaviour

132 2,5

Verbs of self-care
and equipment

12 0,25

Total 296 5,5

6.2 The reflexive pronoun himself

The search string “VB+himself” (basic form of a verb + himself) produced 462 examples in

the CCC corpus, of which I chose 175 examples randomly (about 38%). Additionally, I used

the search query “VBD+himself” (past tense of a verb + himself), which produced 795

matches, of which 300 examples (about 38%) were chosen. My analysis of the present-day

use of himself then includes 475 examples from the CCC corpus. 10 In five examples the

reflexive pronoun functions, for example, as an emphatic reflexive:

(70) making some noise he couldn’t hear [[himself]]? (CCC, ukbooks)

The omission of these examples leaves us 470 examples of himself to analyse.

10 38 per cent of both “VB+himself” and VBD+himself” -forms was considered to be sufficient for the purposes
of this study, for these search strings produced notably more matches than “VB+herself” and “VBD+herself” (of
which 50% were chosen in each case). For additional discussion on this topic, see footnote 9 above.
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6.2.1 The subjects that himself refers to

In this section, I will discuss the subjects that himself refers to in the present-day corpus,

paying attention to the earlier findings from the COPC and the CONCE corpora. In a number

of cases, himself simply refers to men’s first- or surnames. In most of these cases, the man in

question is not a well-known person, but in some cases he can be identified as a famous

historical figure:

(71) Eventually, Descartes found [[himself]] as something of a bind.  (CCC,
                ukbooks)

(72) Vasco da Gama found  [[himself]] greeted by Thomas Christian… (CCC,
ukbooks)

(73) Senna was establishing himself… He needed the pictures to publicize
[[himself]] in Brazil… (CCC, ukbooks)

As these examples show, both philosophers, explorers and formula drivers receive space in

the literature of the twentieth century.

     In several cases, the role of the subject is not clearly stated, but himself refers to he or

some other unspecified subject:

(74) whenever he let [[himself]] brood on it. (CCC, ukbooks)

(75) we need someone who can make [[himself]] listened to… (CCC, ukbooks)

     Kings have lost their importance in present-day literature, since they occur only a couple

of times in the CCC corpus. Being an unpopular topic in nineteenth century literature,

religious issues have reestablished their position in society in the twentieth century, for

churchmen are mentioned several times in the CCC data. In most of those cases, himself

refers to a pope. The examples are:

(76) a monk, who was expected to free [[himself]] from them. (CCC, ukbooks)

(77) Paul VI counted [[himself]] among the seekers after truth… (CCC,
ukbooks)

(78) if the Pope were not to put [[himself]] unnecessarily at risk. (CCC,
                ukbooks)
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As in the earlier data, some examples of fathers and sons can be found in the present-day

corpus. Of course, these roles of men do not disappear easily even though society changes

during different centuries. The examples from the CCC corpus include:

(79) her father, an aristocrat who found [[himself]] on the losing side of the
civil war… (CCC, ukbooks)

(80) the son of a village fishmonger found [[himself]] installed in a respectable
family… (CCC, ukbooks)

     Compared with the nineteenth century, husbands and lovers are rarely mentioned in

present-day English. Only occasionally are men mentioned in connection with women:

(81) “Your husband wants to trade [[himself]] for you and the boy… ” (CCC,
                ukbooks)

(82) He'd actually hurt, wanting her. He'd been shaking. So he'd told
                [[himself]], you want a woman, find a woman. (CCC, ukbooks)

In all the three corpora that I have studied, women are mentioned in Romantic contexts much

more often than men.

     Similarly to the nineteenth century, both war and politics are prominent themes in the CCC

corpus. This is not a surprise, since the twentieth century saw a number of events, of which

the two World Wars have strongly affected the literature of the period. The examples from my

data include the following cases:

(83) he was the choice of the Southern Governors as the next
Democratic President. Did he sometimes pinch [[himself]] to see if it was
true? (CCC, ukbooks)

(84) Major Count Rudberg found himself involuntarily joining apatrol of
twelve Red Army soldiers of the Soviet 62nd Army. (CCC, ukbooks)

     As a new phenomenon, himself often refers to Chinese horoscope signs in the CCC corpus.

Even if also women are undoubtedly born under these signs, the male pronoun has been

chosen to refer to them. For example:

(85) The Tiger often marries young and he will find [[himself]] best suited to
those born under the signs of the Pig... (CCC, ukbooks)
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Interestingly, as in the corpora from earlier centuries, himself again refers to a horse:

(86) Instantly, the beautiful Kataghan pony, long golden mane flying, launched
                [[himself]] towards the foam. (CCC, ukbooks)

Jespersen says that “there is a strong tendency to ‘sexualize’ the names of animals, i.e. to use

she or he without regard to the actual sex”, which often aplies to the horse. (1961b, 209), as in

example (366).  Other examples of subjects that himself refers to include the following ones:

(87) The old man pulled [[himself]] erect in his chair. (CCC, ukbooks)

(88) an athlete will use synergists to help [[himself]]/herself. (CCC, ukbooks)

The last example illusrates an attempt at equality in the use of himself and herself. In this case

the subject could possibly refer to both sexes, which proves that the writer has become aware

of  how language could take into account the changes in society by avoiding the excessive use

of himself.

Table 16: Subjects that himself refers to, present-day English.
Tokens Occurrences per

100 000 words
Men mentioned by name 168 3,14
General reference/undefined
role

172 3,21

Kings 3 0,06
Churchmen 19 0,35
Fathers, sons 6 0,11
Men as
lovers/husbands/widowers

7 0,13

Men of war 29 0,54
Politicians 22 0,41
Horoscope signs 14 0,26
Animals 1 0,02
Others 29 0,54
Total 470  8,8

6.2.2 Classification of the verbs preceding himself according to the grade of reflexivity

In present-day English, obligatorily reflexive verbs include avail (1), behave (1), busy (2),

content (3), and pride (1), of which a few examples are given below:
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(89) the old man will behave [[himself]] somewhat. (CCC, ukbooks)

(90) He busied [[himself]] with swabs and a square of gauze. (CCC, ukbooks)

(91) George prided [[himself]] on the wide range of guests…  (CCC, ukbooks)

As in the earlier corpora, the number of obligatorily reflexive verbs is extremely small.

Behave has occurred in all the three corpora, being most frequently connected with himself in

the eighteenth century corpus (COPC). Almost unexceptionally, the construction behave +

[reflexive pronoun] has also been followed by modifiers in my data, even if Poutsma says that

in that case the verb usually occurs without a reflexive pronoun (1916, 846; see sections 4.2.2

and 5.2.2). Content has been discussed on several pages in this thesis (see e.g. section 6.1.2),

and ample illustration is hardly necessary in this section. Busy has also occurred with a

reflexive pronoun in all the three corpora, being usually accompanied by a prepositional

phrase. Pride is a new acquaintance with a reflexive pronoun in my data. As Visser states, this

verb has “come to be regularly combined with a reflexive pronoun” (1963, 146; cf. Poutsma

1916, 840–842). The following entries from the OED support this argument:

4. a. refl. To make or show oneself proud; to take pride, take credit to oneself,
 congratulate oneself; to plume oneself. Const. on, upon, in ( for, of, about, with), that.
      ------

b. intr. in same sense. Now rare.
e.g. 1897 ANNA M. WILSON Days Mahommad 39 My brother, I pride in your
courage.

(OED, 1989)

As seen above, the verb can be used even without a reflexive object, but as the OED suggests,

this construction is rare in present-day English.

     The most frequent optionally reflexive verbs are feel (10), fling (6), present (6), rouse (5),

recover (4), heave (3), and hurl (3). For instance:

(92) Graham flung [[himself]] at the door hitting it… (CCC, ukbooks)

(93) A pale-skinned cloth merchant roused [[himself]] on the top bunk… (CCC,
                ukbooks)
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As in the present-day data on herself, feel is now one of the most frequent verbs that are

connected with reflexive pronouns. The verbs fling and rouse are examples of verbs of

motion, which often seem to be optionally reflexive verbs. This is proved by the OED that

gives us examples of the intransitive use of fling, illustrated in the following:

1. To move with haste or violence from or towards an object; to go or run    violently or
hastily; to dash, rush.
1894 HALL CAINE Manxman I. i. 3 His son had flung out of the room.

(OED, 1989)

As Peitsara states, verbs of motion are usually connected with the reflexive pronoun when

they express concrete movement or successful action (1997, 319). This could be considered

true in terms of my examples of fling and rouse (above).

     ‘Non-reflexive’ verbs include find (57), tell (14), help (12), ask (9), make (7), and pour (7).

These verbs were also common in the present-day data on herself. Ample illustration of these

verbs is then hardly necessary, but it is reasonable to give a couple of examples:

(94) Alistair found [[himself]] wondering if… (CCC, ukbooks)

(95) So he told [[himself]] to be patient, give it time… (CCC, ukbooks)

(96) Couldn't help [[himself]]. (CCC, ukbooks)

(97) He helped [[himself]] to another glass… (CCC, ukbooks)

Special attention could be paid to the verb help, which was not very commonly connected

with a reflexive pronoun until the present-day corpus. This verb has several senses, of which

the following ones are usually connected with the reflexive pronoun (cf. examples from the

corpus above):

3. refl. a. To put forth needed effort in one's own behalf; to do of oneself what is
needed; to
extricate oneself from a difficulty.
      ---
7. help (a person) to (also with): to help him to attain to, to aid in obtaining; hence, to
furnish, provide, or present with. help oneself to: to provide oneself with, take for
oneself;

(OED, 1989)
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As Poutsma says, help is one of the verbs that are “modified in signification when they are

connected with a reflective pronoun” (1916, 838).

Table 17: the grade of reflexivity, present-day English, himself.
Tokens Occurrences per 100 000

words
Obligatorily reflexive   8 0,2
Optionally reflexive 135 2,5
Non-reflexive  327 6,1
Total  470 8,8

6.2.3 Semantic classification of the verbs preceding himself

This section is concerned with the semantic aspects of those verbs that occur with himself in

present-day English. For a list of all these verbs, see Appendix L. In the present-day data,

verbs of motion are frequently connected with himself. For example, get (8), throw (7), fling

(6), drag (4), haul (4), and shake (3) are such verbs:

(98) On his own initiative, he had got [[himself]] to Aden… (CCC, ukbooks)

(99) He flung [[himself]] to his knees, bowed his head… (CCC, ukbooks)

(100) When he dragged [[himself]] into the kitchen, he saw that… (CCC,
                ukbooks)

In comparison with the other corpora, the present-day corpus shows a growing tendency to

connect both herself and himself with verbs of motion, even though this phenomenon is most

clearly connected with the male pronoun. Verbs of posture, too, occupy a number of cases:

(101)       It seemed almost as though Paul set [[himself]] above the Council…
               (CCC, ukbooks)

      (102)       The old man pulled [[himself]] erect in his chair. (CCC, ukbooks)

      (103)       He put [[himself]] in Schrader's position. (CCC, ukbooks)

Interestingly, Peitsara states that set is not commonly used with a reflexive pronoun.

However, it occurs in my data several times. However, it is hardly ever used to express
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concrete action, but the meaning of the verb is figurative. This applies to some other verbs of

posture, too (see the example of put above).

     The only verbs of emotion are cheer, dislike, and feel, of which the last verb is again the

most frequent one. Verbs of emotion have then become extremely rare in the present-day data

on himself.

     (104)       Douglas felt [[himself]] getting older… (CCC, ukbooks)

(105)        Anthony disliked [[himself]] for not being there. (CCC, ukbooks)

Himself has now clearly become less frequently connected with emotions in present-day

English. To a certain extent, the same phenomenon applies to herself, too, even though verbs

of emotion are still more often connected with the female than the male pronoun. The rarity of

these verbs could possibly be explained by the fact that emotions have lost space in present-

day literature, but another explanation is given by Peitsara, who says that “alternative

strategies have ousted the reflexive use” of these verbs (1997, 328).

     Cognitive verbs include consider, content, count, fancy, find, hear, pledge, remember, see,

think and understand. Find is extremely frequent, occurring 57 times in connection with

himself. In present-day English, cognitive verbs are combined with both herself and himself

equally often. This was not the case in the previous centuries, for both in the eighteenth and

the nineteenth centuries himself opted for cognitive verbs more often than herself.

     Verbs of social behaviour are numerous also in the CCC corpus. (a) Verbs concerned with

a person’s self-image include the verbs congratulate and pride, which include the idea of

“thinking well of yourself” (1996, 63):

(106)       He had smugly congratulated [[himself]] on his own cleverness… (CCC,
                     ukbooks)

     (107)       George prided [[himself]] on the wide range of guests… (CCC, ukbooks)
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(b) Verbs concerned with doing harm to yourself include chide, curse, disqualify, hang, kill,

neglect, overreach, resign, risk, rob, shoot, spoil, stab, suffocate, and underestimate. For

example:

     (108)       a chapel man who later spoiled [[himself]] by drink. (CCC, ukbooks)

     (109)       Forget it, he chided [[himself]] angrily. (CCC, ukbooks)

     (110)       Hitler had overreached [[himself]]. (CCC, ukbooks)

Negative verbs of this kind were also often connected with herself in the present-day corpus.

Apply, bring, commit, devote, engage, force, and immerse are (c) concerned with doing

something with a great deal of effort or commitment.

     (111)       walked over to the wall and forced [[himself]] to look down. (CCC,
                     ukbooks)

     (112)       he thoroughly immersed [[himself]] in the book. (CCC, ukbooks)

Both the verbs in groups (b) and (c) have been common in all the three corpora discussed in

this study – especially in connection with himself.

Similarly (d) verbs concerned with your personal behaviour occupy a number of examples.

Allow, behave, calm, check, confine, console, correct, discipline, handle, and let are examples

of those verbs:

     (113)       Matthew allowed [[himself]] a wry smile. (CCC, ukbooks)

     (114)       Still Matt handled [[himself]] pretty well. (CCC, ukbooks)

Deceive is the only (e) verb concerned with having the wrong idea about something:

     (115)       no one should deceive [[himself]] that dire events may not come. (CCC,
                     ukbooks)

Improve, promote, and recover denote (f) success:

     (116)       Liston, always eager to improve [[himself]]… (CCC, ukbooks)

     (117)       he should not hesitate to promote [[himself]] and his talents… (CCC,
                     ukbooks)
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Surprisingly, verbs that indicate success are now rare in the data on himself, even if they were

really common in the COPC and CONCE corpora.

However, talking continues to be a popular activity for men in present-day English. (g)

Verbs concerned with talking include ask, assure, cackle, call, describe, proclaim, remind,

repeat, report, excuse, inform, introduce, name, and tell.

     (118)       Toni described [[himself]] as attached to Sixth Army… (CCC, ukbooks)

     (119)       Howard introduced [[himself] and they shook hands. (CCC, ukbooks)

     As in the CONCE sorpus, (h) verbs concerned with occupying time only include the verbs

amuse and busy.

     (120)       he refuses to do anything to amuse [[himself]] or to help others. (CCC,
                     ukbooks)

(i) Verbs concerned with something happening only include the verb present:

     (121)       walked off and presented [[himself]  to the manager of the coal mine.
                    (CCC, ukbooks)

Buy, disguise, pour, prepare, and shave are verbs of self-care and equipment that are

connected with himself in the present-day data. For example:

     (122)       Marlette poured [[himself]] another coffee… (CCC, ukbooks)

     (123)       when he had shaved [[himself]] with a shaky hand… (CCC, ukbooks)

These verbs are more rarely connected with himself in today’s literature than in nineteenth

century English. This implies that omission of the reflexive pronoun with these verbs might

have become more common recently. For instance, the optionally reflexive verb dress was

frequently connected with both herself and himself in the CONCE corpus, but in the CCC

corpus, it is hardly connected with reflexive pronouns. In this case, Jespersen’s words: “a

modern Englishman or American will say I wash, dress, and shave, where his ancestor would

add (me, or) myself  in each case” (1961a, 325) seem to be true. According to him, there is a

tendency “towards getting rid of the cumbersome self-pronoun whenever no ambiguity is
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feared” (1961a, 325; cf. Poutsma 1916, 845). Interestingly, Denison states that “the increasing

rarity of personal servants has played some part here”, since the reflexive pronoun “explicitly

marks the activity as not being performed by someone else” (1998, 216). It could then be

assumed that since personal servants were more common in the nineteenth century than

nowadays, verbs of self-care and equipment were marked with the reflexive pronoun in order

to emphasize the fact that the action was performed by the subject himself, not by a servant. In

present-day English, there is no need to emphasize this fact, and thus, verbs of self-care and

equipment are more rarely connected with a reflexive pronoun.

Table 18: semantic distribution of reflexive verbs, present-day data on himself (Collins Cobuild Corpus) .

Tokens Occurrences per
100 000 words

Verbs of motion  92 1,7

Verbs of posture   32 0,6
Verbs of emotion   10 0,2
Verbs of
cognition

 81 1,5

Verbs of social
behaviour

244 4,6

Verbs of self-care
and equipment

11 0,2

Total 470 8,8

Conclusions

This historical study discussed the reflexive pronouns herself and himself from three points of

view. First, the analysis of those subjects that the pronouns refer to reveal some differences

between the roles of women and men in society in different periods of time. As regards both

men and women, kings and queens are the most popular topic in older literature. In all the

three corpora herself typically refers to wives, widows or fiancées. In contrast, men occupy a

much wider variety of positions in society than women, occurring as authors and churchmen
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in the eighteenth century, and later, as soldiers, politicians or scientists. Interestingly, the

growing amount of herself-pronouns can be connected with the gradually improving position

of women.

     Second, as regards the grade of reflexivity, most of the verbs in my data are ´non-

reflexive´ in all the three corpora. Optionally reflexive verbs are the next commonest

alternative. The usage or the omission of the reflexive pronoun often depends on the meaning

of the verb, on the type of modifiers that follow the verb, genre or the author’s personal style.

Obligatorily reflexive verbs are rare. Interestingly, some frequent reflexive verbs in the

eighteenth century are rarely connected with reflexive pronouns in present-day English (e.g.

address, content, distinguish and indulge). However, some verbs also become more

commonly connected with reflexive pronouns in the course of time (e.g. feel and find).

     Third, verb semantics plays a role in the use of reflexive pronouns. Verbs of motion,

posture and self-care and equipment are rarely connected with herself in the eighteenth

century, but later women are described as more physically active people. Even cognitive verbs

become more female in the course of time. Verbs of emotion are strongly connected with both

herself and himself in the nineteenth century, becoming less frequent in present-day English.

Usually, reflexive pronouns are connected with verbs of social behaviour in all the three

corpora.

     Reflexivity is a complex linguistic feature, of which reflexive pronouns are an essential,

but not the only, part. Due to the limited size of this study, which concentrated on the use of

verbs in connection with reflexive pronouns, alternative reflexive strategies did not receive a

lot of attention. In case of many verbs, these constructions seem to gain more space (e.g. to

content himself-> to be content) along the movement from earlier centuries to present-day

English.
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Appendix A

Data: The Century of Prose Corpus (COPC)
          Search string “herself”
           Sample from the corpus

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 3854, N/A:
   1. ... d is all owing to that intercession, and her_majesty's  bounty.  DEF2:APEAL(1715)070/049-P38 Upon this second introduction
her_majesty was  pleased to tell me with a goodness peculiar to [[herself]], that she had such  satisfaction in my former services, that she had
appointed me for another  affair, which was something nice, and my Lord_Treasurer should tell me the  rest; and so I  ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 4033, N/A:
   2. ... ounger son of William_the_Conqueror, who lies buried in it with  his queen, and his daughter Maud; of whom it was said, she was a
king's  daughter, a king's wife, and a king's mother, but [[herself]] no queen; this is  made out, in that she was daughter to Henry_I, wife to
the emperor of Germany,  and mother to King Henry_II so she was an empress, but not a queen.  DEF3:ATOUR(1724)01 ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 11420, N/A:
   3. ... have  reconciled the brother and the husband of Helena, was recently dissolved by  the death of that princess, whose pregnancy had
been several times fruitless,  and was at last fatal to [[herself]].  GIB2:DEC22(1781)096/053-P08 The empress Eusebia had preserved, to the
last  moment of her life, the warm and even jealous affection which she had  conceived for Julian; and her mild in ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 13822, N/A:
   4. ... ed a promise that when Ajut should consult  him, he would declare that her lover was in the land of souls.
JOH1:RA187(1751)062/039-P07 Ajut, in a short time, brought him a coat made  by [[herself]], and inquired what events were to befall her,
with assurances of  a much larger reward at the return of Anningait, if the prediction should  flatter her desires.  JOH1:RA187(1751)063/027
...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 15492, N/A:
   5. ...  and make it last as long as life.  STL1:TAT61(1709)059/036-P09 Whereas now, from their own example, we take our  esteem of their
merit from it, for it is very just, that she who values  [[herself]] only on her beauty, should be regarded on no other consideration.
STL1:TAT61(1709)060/019-P10 There is certainly a liberal and pedantic education  among women as well as men, and the mer ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 15646, N/A:
   6. ... 4/018-P01 The same person confessed to me, that he had once  actually laid aside his head for a nut=cracker.
STL1:TA115(1710)105/025-P01 As for his scolding wife (however she may value  [[herself]] at present) it is very well known, that she is
but a piece of  crabtree.  STL1:TA115(1710)106/061-P01 This artificer further whispered in my ear, that  all his courtiers and nobles were  ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 15739, N/A:
   7. ... ore sensibly touched with those general aspersions, which are cast  upon their sex, than men are by what is said about theirs.
STL2:SP011(1711)010/020-P03 When she had a little recovered [[herself]] from the  serious anger she was in, she replied in the following
manner.  STL2:SP011(1711)011/059-P04 Sir, when I consider how perfectly new all you  have said on this subject is, and th ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 16161, N/A:
   8. ... ion of all who behold her)  put on such a resignation to her countenance, and bore the whispers of all  around the court with such a
pretty uneasiness, I warrant you, and then  recovered [[herself]] from one eye to another, till she was perfectly confused by  meeting
something so wistful in all she encountered, that at last, with a  murrain to her, she casts her bewitching eye upon m ...

-----

APPENDIX B

Data: The Century of Prose Corpus
           Search string “himself”
          Sample from the corpus

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 64, N/A:
   1. ... njecture, I say, that the prince  of Orange would never have suffered such an absurdity to have crippled that  government which he was
at the head of, if he had not thought it useful to  [[himself]] and his family.  CHE1:LETTS(1745)015/046-P04 He covered the greatest
ambition with the greatest  modesty, and declined the insignificant, outwards signs, as much as he desired  the solid ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 270, N/A:
   2. ... S(1746)074/053-P13 I shall answer for it neither he nor his  dependents will quarrel about it; his dependents have all places which
they  will not lose for him, and though he has no place [[himself]], he recommends to  about a hundred and fifty a year; a privilege which I
daresay he will not  quarrel with.  CHE1:LETTS(1748)075/033-P14 There are two sorts of understandings; one of  w ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 495, N/A:
   3. ... r or other distinguishes every individual from another.  CHE1:LETTS(1748)142/009-P21 Reason ought to direct the whole, but
seldom  does.  CHE1:LETTS(1748)143/042-P21 And he who addresses [[himself]] singly to another  man's reason, without endeavoring to
engage his heart in his interest also, is  no more likely to succeed, than a man who should apply only to a king's  nominal minist ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 826, N/A:
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   4. ... carried  by a generous mind beyond those mere moral obligations which the laws require,  or can punish the violation of.
CHE2:WLD49(1753)075/029-P08 A true man of honor will not content [[himself]] with  the literal discharge of the duties of a man and a
citizen; he raises and  dignifies them into magnanimity.  CHE2:WLD49(1753)076/068-P08 He gives where he may with justice refuse;  ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 963, N/A:
   5. ... the ingenious author of the words, by mistake, put any meaning into them, we  would, to a certain degree, check and cramp the genius
of the composer of the  music, who perhaps might think [[himself]] obliged to adapt his sounds to the  sense; whereas now he is at liberty to
scatter indiscriminately, among his  kings, queens, heroes and heroines, his adagios, his allegros, his pathetic ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 1005, N/A:
   6. ...  the consequences of this bold  step; and the more so, as it was taken by the celebrated Signor Senesino.
CHE2:WLD98(1754)125/034-P06 But all went off very well; for the hero contented  [[himself]] with giving the good company a song, in
which he declared that the  lips he had just kissed were a couple of rubies.  CHE2:WLD98(1754)126/059-P07 Another good effect of the
Italian operas ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 1038, N/A:
   7. ... stinction.  |NCHARA <C 1760> CHE3:CHARA(1760)001/021-P01 George_II had no better parts than his father, but  much stronger
animal spirits, which made him produce and communicate [[himself]]  more.  CHE3:CHARA(1760)002/029-P01 Everything in his
composition was little; and he  had all the weaknesses of a little mind, without any of the virtues, or even  the vices, of a great ...

T:\eng\Corpus\WC\COPC\COPCA.BYB, Line 1047, N/A:
   8. ...  pride.  CHE3:CHARA(1760)004/014-P01 He was educated upon that scale, and never  enlarged its dimensions with his dominions.
CHE3:CHARA(1760)005/014-P01 As Elector of Hanover he thought [[himself]] great; as  king of Great_Britain only rich.
CHE3:CHARA(1760)006/020-P01 Avarice, the meanest of all passions, was his  ruling one; and I never knew him deviate into any generous
action.

-------

APPENDIX C

Verbs that occur with herself in the eighteenth century corpus (COPC):

Addict (1), address (1), admire (1), apply (1), behave (1), bring (1), busy (1), content (1),
dethrone (1), expose (2), extricate (1), hide (1), let (1), manifest (1), order (1), pique (1),
present (1), reconcile (1), recover (2), think (2), throw (2), trouble (1), value (2), and
withdraw (1).

(The number of occurrences is given in brackets after each verb.)

APPENDIX D

Verbs that occur with himself in the eighteeth century corpus (COPC):

Abandon (3), accustome (3), acquaint (1), add (1), addict (1), address (9), admire (1), ally
(1), allow (3), amuse (1), apply (7), approve (1), associate (1), attach (2), avail (2), bear (2),
behave (4), beshit (1), bind (1), boast (1), bring,  bury (1), busy (1), call (1), charge (1), clear
(1), communicate (1), compose (1), conceal (1), concern (1), conduct (1), confess (1), confine
(1), congratulate (1), consider (3), content (10), debase (1), declare (5), dedicate (1), defend
(2), deliver (2), devote (1), disjoin (1), distinguish (10), divert (1), divest (2), draw (1), ease
(2), embarrass (1), employ (1), enrich (1), entangle (1), erect (1), exert (2), explain (3),
expose (3), express (5), extricate (1), fear (1), feel (2), find (7), flatter (3), follow (1),  force
(1), give (5), govern (2), habituate (1), help (1), humble (1),  imagine (1), improve (1), indulge
(7), inflame (1), ingratiate (1), interest (2), keep (1), kill (1), know (1), let down (1), list (1),
make (10), offer (2), oppose (1), own (1),  perjure (1), persuade (1), pinch (1), pique (1),
place (2), plant (1), please (1), plume (1), possess (1), precaution (1),  present (1), produce
(1), profess (4), promise (1), punish (1), put (4), qualify (2), raise (2), rear (1), reckon (1),
reconcile (2), reduce (1), refit (1), regard (1), render (4), repose (1), resign (1), retort (1), rid
(1), ruin (1), satisfy (1), seat (1), secure (1), see (1), serve (1), set (2), settle (2), shelter (3),
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show (12), signalize (2), sit (1), spoil (1), strain (1), strip (1), study (1), subject (1), suffer (4),
supple (1), take (3), think (10), throw (3), torment (1), transplant (1), trouble (1), value (1),
venture (1), vindicate (1), weary (1), wind (1), withdraw (3), worship (1), write (3), and yield
(1).

Appendix E

Data: The CONCE Corpus
          Search string “herself”
          Sample from the corpus

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 220, N/A:
   1. ... rash engagement of mine from him, so should you meet, have a care. As a reward for your obedience, I myself will come at the
appointed hour -- (Seven) -- and pronounce your release." She [[herself]] will come! One moment of her dear presence will obliterate from
my memory all the horrors of this long seclusion. [$Trus.$] You may thank me for that, sir. Mrs. Greville was just foldin ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 253, N/A:
   2. ... ray, sir, why are you enjoined to keep your intended marriage a secret from her own brother, Colonel Stanmore? [$Post.$] Of her
reason for that I am as ignorant as our good Mrs. Prattle [[herself]]. [$Knocking without.$] Ha! a knock at the door! 'Tis she, perhaps -- <P
10> [$Trus.$] Oh, no, sir -- 'tis only two o'clock, and seven is the hour appointed. [$Post.$] Then, as usual, I ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 483, N/A:
   3. ... s untimely, here is Mrs. Greville. [$Post.$] So soon! Confusion! The Colonel must not see her. [$Trus.$] All is safe at present. I told
her he is here, and have requested her to conceal [[herself]] for a minute or two, in the little book room. [$Stan.$] What is all this about? <P
15> [$Post.$] My dear fellow, you must leave me. A visitor -- a gentleman I did not expect so early - ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 877, N/A:
   4. ... e rest, I can conscientiously speak to his reformation. His follies are all at an end. The money is there to discharge his debts, and --
What do I hear? We are ruined! 'Tis Mrs. Greville [[herself]]. What excuse can I find for his absence? [$Enter MRS. PRATTLE, followed by
MRS. GREVILLE.$] [$Mrs. G.$] Gone out! My good woman you must be mistaken. [$Mrs. P.$] I assure you, ma'am, it  ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 887, N/A:
   5. ...  [$Mrs. P.$] Mr. Trusty, here is a lady -- another lady desires to see your master. [$Mrs. G.$] Another lady! [$To Trusty.$] I desire to
know whether what this person says -- [$Checking [[herself]] and with affected calmness.$] -- whether your master really be from home.
[$Trus.$] From home, ma'am! My master from home! Why ma'am, you must be convinced that -- I'll explain this to  ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 893, N/A:
   6. ... 'am! My master from home! Why ma'am, you must be convinced that -- I'll explain this to your satisfaction, ma'am -- Mrs. Prattle, you
are not wanted here. [$Mrs. G.$] [$Partly addressing [[herself]] to Mrs. Prattle.$] He must have been called away by some very sudden
affair, for when I was here just now -- [$Mrs. P.$] Oh, then, madam, 'tis you who were here just now. [$Aside.$] Pla ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama Thomas Holcroft.TXT, Line 1777, N/A:
   7. ... for human frailty!    [$Rose.$] Your promise, Sir, your promise! What relation was she  to your uncle?    [$Char.$] [$(with pain)$]
None!    [$Rose.$] [$(feels extreme anguish, collects [[herself]], and  proceeds)$] Why left he not his wealth to his brother?    [$Char.$] He --
loved!     [$Rose.$] Who?    [$Char.$] I cannot go on! I cannot.    [$Rose.$] Who did he love?    [$Cha ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Fiction Jane Austen.DOS, Line 48, N/A:
   8. ... n they parted, Emma observed her to be looking around with a sort of fearful curiosity, which determined her not to allow the visit to
exceed the proposed quarter of an hour. She went on [[herself]], to give that portion of time to an old servant who was married, and settled in
Donwell.   The quarter of an hour brought her punctually to the white gate again; and Miss Smith receivin ...

------

Appendix F

Data: The CONCE Corpus
          Search string “himself”
          Sample from the corpus

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 360, N/A:
   1. ... ghtest. [$Post.$] Explain. [$Stan.$] I know I may command your friendship. [$Post.$] With as much freedom as ever, Stanmore. Nay,
more, considering that you and I may soon -- [$Checking [[himself]].$] -- ahem! [$Stan.$] But first, your word of honour, not to mention a
syllable of what I shall entrust you with to my sister Greville. [$Post.$] [$Aside.$] My Barbara! I promise, upon ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 419, N/A:
   2. ...  to hear you pronounce those two words! [$Stan.$] Why so? [$Post.$] Why it is like the removal of a burthen from my conscience. I
now feel less diffidence in avowing that -- [$Checking [[himself]].$] This confounded secret is creeping on towards the very tip of my
tongue. [$Stan.$] Well, go on. [$Post.$] That -- that it was always my opinion you were destined to find your happine ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 463, N/A:
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   3. ... .$] All men? Surely not all. Now it is my opinion she will be delighted at the step you have taken. [$Stan.$] Have you any reason for
thinking so? [$Post.$] Why, to confess -- [$Checking [[himself]].$] -- no, none in particular. [$Aside.$] Spite of my vigilance it will escape
me! But where have you left Mrs. Stanmore? [$Stan.$] She is with her guardian, at an hotel in this neighbou ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 583, N/A:
   4. ... $] Ah! my poor brother, who has abjured matrimony, and founded his scheme of happiness on the basis of fraternal affection -- who
has renounced all other attachments, and vowed to devote [[himself]] to the care of a desolate sister  -- when he shall find his long cherished
plan of retirement defeated, and by the folly of a fickle woman, I tremble to think of the effects of his displ ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 600, N/A:
   5. ... ly. [$Mrs. G.$] Laugh, if you please -- but having nearly concluded the arrangements for our retreat, and besides, abhorring
matrimony like Brahmin, he would as soon inflict a wife upon [[himself]] as sanction my marrying. [$Post.$] Now, to set your mind at ease,
I will tell you that he -- [$Aside.$] Now is his secret wheedling itself out of my custody! [$Mrs. G.$] Well -- well -- ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 1024, N/A:
   6. ...  without a moment's delay, you will give me satisfaction." [$He appears confounded.$] [$Mrs. G.$] Mighty well -- a challenge!
[$Trus.$] [$Throwing down the letter violently.$] The devil [[himself]] must have contrived all this to destroy us! [$Mrs. G.$] [$Takes up
letter and reads.$] "You will give me satisfaction for the outrage you have committed in seducing a young lady from the ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 1106, N/A:
   7. ... tor! I shall expire! -- [$Crosses L. H.$] [$Mrs. S.$] Oh, Stanmore! [$Sinks into chair, R. H.$] [$Trus.$] A precious discovery! And to
deceive me, too! But, no -- it can't be. [$Shaking [[himself]].$] Wake -- wake, you rascal! This is a dream -- a nightmare -- [$Mrs. G.$]
Come hither, sir. You knew of this. [$Trus.$] Madam, as I hope to be saved. Besides, I don't believe a syllabl ...

D:\CONCEMK\T1 Drama John Poole.DOS, Line 1147, N/A:
   8. ... had run towards Postlethwaite at his entrance, and takes his hand, and has in vain been endeavouring to fix his attention.$] But where
is he -- where is he? [$Post.$] Let him answer for [[himself]]. [$Approaches Mrs. G. who repels him.$]                 [$Enter STANMORE.$]
[$Stan.$] [$Embracing Mrs. S.$] My dear Maria! [$Mrs. P.$] Upon my word, the Captain takes it very quietly!  ...

-----

Appendix G

Verbs that occur with herself in the nineteenth century corpus (CONCE):

absent (1),  address (1), adorn (1),  ask (1),  array (2), assure (1),  behave (1),  believe (1),
bethink (1),  bewail (1), bring (2), busy (1), check (1),  chide (1), collect (1), command (1),
compose (2), conceal (1), conduct (1),  confine (1), connect (1), console (2), content (4),
convince (1), cut off (1),  defend (1), deliver (1), devote (3), disengage (1), distress (1),  doom
(1),  dress (3), enjoy (4), establish (1),  excuse (1), express (2), extricate (1), feel (4),  find (8),
flatter (1),  forbid (1), force (1),  free (1),  frighten (2), give (2), give up (1), hate (1),  help (1),
hide (1),  hold (3), imagine (2), intrude (1), keep (2), let out (1), make (1),  overdo (1),
overwork (1),  place (1),  poison (1),  provide (1), quack (1),  rebuke (1),  reconcile (2),
recover (1),  reseat (1), revenge (1),  save (1),  settle (1), show (2), suffer (1), tear (2), tear
away (2), tell (1),  think (3), throw (8), transport (1),  trouble (1),  turn (1),  unite (4), vex (1),
vindicate (1), and wonder (1).

Appendix H

Verbs that occur with himself in the nineteenth century corpus (CONCE):

absent (2), acknowledge (1), acquit (1), addict (1), address (1), allow (1) apply (1), arm (1),
amuse (2), ask (2), assimilate (1), assure (2), attach (1), back (1), balance (1), behave (1),
believe (1), bestir (1),  betake (1),  bind (2), bother (1), bring (1), busy (1),  call (2), cheat (1),
check(5), clear (1), collect (1), commit(2), compromise (1), conceal (1), conduct (4) confess
(1), confine (2), congratulate (1), consider (5), constitute (1),  content (3),  contradict (1),
control (1), correct (1), criminate (1), cut off (1),  deceive (2), declare (6), defend (2), degrade
(1),  deliver (2),  despise (1),  detach (1),  devote (3), dissuade (1),  distinguish (2),  do (1),
doctore (1),  dose (6), dress (6),  employ (3), endear (1),  engage (3), enjoy (1), enrich (1),
enter (2),  entrench (1), establish (1),  exculpate (1),  excuse (1),  exert (3), exile (1), explain
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(2),  expose (1),  express (11), extricate (2),   fancy (1),  fatigue (1),  feed (1), feel (4),  find
(12), fix (1),  flatter (3),  forget (1),  furnish (1),  get (2), give (2), gorge (1),  help (4),  hide
(1), hitch (1),  humble (1),  hurt (1), ingratiate (1), interest (1),  intrust (1), improve (1),  keep
(1),  kill (1),  know (1),  lend (1), let (1), limit (2),  make (12),  murder (1),  obtrude (1), offer
(2), own (1),  persuade (13), physick (1),  picture (1), place (4), pledge (3),  poison (1),
prepare (1),  present (10), proclaim (1),  profess (1),  promise (1),  protect (1),  prove (1),  put
(6),  qualify (1), raise (4),  reckon (1),  reconcile (1), recoup (1),   recover (1),  release (1),
render (1),  represent (2),  reseat (2), rest (1),  restrain (1),  rid (1),  roll (1),  rouse (3), ruin
(1), run through (1),  sacrifice (1),  save (1), seat (6), secure (1),  see (1),  sell (1),  separate
(2), set  (1), set up (1),  shake (1),  shoot (1), show (5), shut (1), sign (1),  slay (1),  split (1),
sprinkle (1), stretch (1), subject (3), suffer (1),  support (1),  surround (1), surrender (1),
survey (1), think (6), throw(9),  trouble (1), unburthen (1),  walk off (1),  warm (1),  wash (1),
whistle (1),  wrap (1), and wriggle (2).

Appendix I

Data: The Collins Cobuild Corpus
          Search string “VB + herself”
           (100/207 examples)

          Search string “VBD+herself”
          (200/400 examples)

          Sample from the corpus (46 examples):

the new Mary, seemed to congratulate herself on just about everything. She had
 heard Irene come into the room help herself to a drink and drop into a chair,
 she went straight upstairs and shut herself into her room. <p> Because she did
      else said she looked just like herself." And to another: `He was
found a job. She knew she must drive herself forward with feverish energy or
        genteel imprisonment to find herself again escorted, entertained,
       Marcia, poor girl, could find herself in a nasty situation. <p> Which
 shaved and she was ordered to scrub herself with carbolic soap in cold water.
     kiddies.  <o> She couldn't help herself, she had to hear what her man
   the need to see Lonnie, to assure herself that he was all right.  Rising
had passed before Autumn could bring herself to talk to Artie about moving out.
    at her reflection to try and see herself through a man's eyes. What was it
    the years she had refused to let herself think of Lloyd as anything but her
 t take her in hand she's gonna make herself sick. I know ya'll get on each
      in her own web, fought to free herself and then scurried across the
    the door, but she couldn't force herself to walk through, not yet. `Why don'
  him.  <o> He wanted her to uncover herself to him simply.  For some reason
 well brought up. She wanted to keep herself for the right man. But now &
     her behaviour, did Marianne let herself recognize the reason for it.  <o>
   Waldheim. <p> Laura would not let herself envisage there ever again being a
    a haven I can escape to, she let herself accept while garaging the car. <p>
 far as to say that she'll never rid herself of her guilt without ridding
 That sooner or later she could find herself resenting the domestic stricture
-------
swung her long bright hair and spun herself fetching the teapot and piles of
with an abrupt gesture and propelled herself forward. <p> Don't listen to Shona'
    a brass oil lamp. Elaine ordered herself carried upstairs by Robert to
    Father Battersby enough, she got herself into a corner with the Westons.
   setting Franchita, I suspect, saw herself as an Amanda, though in fact she
some tea into the saucer and scolded herself softly. In spite of her smiling
it feels wonderful!" And she thumped herself hard on just about the spot where
     Then all of a sudden she pulled herself together and rushed into one of
  and that damned woman." She pulled herself up sharply, apparently regretting
  didn't just sit down.  She settled herself becomingly on the gilt settee,
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   on, honey." Beryl Kamiski wrapped herself around the widow like a soft,
  the fear out of me.  <o> She swung herself down to the bottom as if she had
  Bargate in the morning.  She found herself wishing this very much indeed. She
calm. She had to her surprise, found herself enjoying the emphasis on
news really was, that Marcia thought herself in love with Werner von Arzfeld.
     But she's ong. <p> Anna applied herself, heart as well as mind, to her
not wholly unaware that she deceived herself. Even Marcia, on the whole
 other things." <p> And Marcia found herself pouring out her heart. She talked
  re a long way from home," she told herself. `And they certainly didn't ask to
roll-call one morning, and she found herself being pushed along the central
  on, Anna Langenbach! <o> She found herself thinking of Werner quite often
  as their men. Except me." She told herself not to be sanctimonious and turned
            Down in her guts she saw herself as a prop to her man. She had a
-----

Appendix J

Data: The Collins Cobuild Corpus
          Search string “VB + himself”
          (175/462 examples)

          Search string “VBD+himself”
          (300/795 examples)

          Sample from the corpus (46 examples):

       Once he actually did tremble himself off his chair trying to pick up a
    Paul. He could hardly even bring himself to glance at it, as it lay there
 she told him all her thoughts. Like himself naturally, she had her private
and acceded to by him, he would find himself inventing ingenious excuses, which
up he walked out of the room. He let himself quietly out of the house and
  kept a gun in the house to protect himself. If so, it was stolen along with
to believe was his trade. <p> He let himself be ushered forward to greet the
         <p> Brand was about to help himself to the smoked pork when he felt a
 with his fist as if trying to force himself to think straight. `No, that's not
people to generate it. <p> As he let himself through the swing door he bumped
d expected, wasn't locked and he let himself through into a gravel courtyard
 a fool would so totally incriminate himself ? Possibly, but he did not make
     <p> At that, he seemed to rouse himself. <p> You're a loving daughter to
him in the head as he tried to throw himself from the car -- a very pretty shot
       firmly, that he would present himself! No hesitation about it!" <p> Ah!
        gave him latitude to involve himself in tactical details. He was a
to the yard would he be able to haul himself up again He didn't want to be
    time. Then he told Beck to shoot himself. The old gentleman made a mess of
         of his son and thus protect himself from its radiation. And there was
   done.  <o> Now he could not bring himself to speak to his father. Young
 Andy Goss should pack it in and get himself something half decent, something
   trigger. He thought he might piss himself.  <o> The launcher was snatched
 Castlereagh.  <o> Ferris should put himself at Detective Chief Inspector
-----
that's bloody broke?" Tinker cackled himself into a coughing fit. For the first
I hazarded. <p> He practically threw himself out of his chair at me, his face
 it was Marcus inevitably, who found himself in the firing line." <p> I
    s thought returned when he asked himself how he might conceivably have
      the day before. Alistair found himself wondering if Henry had put two and
 in a set formula of words, he found himself wondering if he was holding their
to establish a character, extricated himself from the group of actors hot-
re safer behind the camera." He felt himself being propelled back into the me&
    Sentimental old fool," he chided himself. He remembered Kiesler's warning.
terrible accident." <p> Brand pulled himself together. It wasn't the time for
       <p> Thanks, Leo." Brand eased himself out of his chair, aware that his
   opened immediately.  Brand braced himself for Armstrong's reaction. He was
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 paused for a moment, then he pulled himself back from that brink of memory
   from the cross-beams. He'd hanged himself." <p> Brand motioned towards the
young officer who supposedly fancied himself as a formula one champion, Kiesler
If I'd known what a jam Matt had got himself into, I'd have left him to it."
      ramblings. `Still Matt handled himself pretty well. We should get some
 to visit Otto Viertel and he braced himself for the laborious job of enlisting
 the unexpected visitor, Brand found himself gazing into a face that appeared
     <p> For some reason Brand found himself eavesdropping on the petty dispute
Hesselmann estate. Then he stretched himself fully clothed on his bed and
 that awesome silence. <p> He forced himself to look down at his watch, at some
   have been.  <o> When he recovered himself, he shielded his eyes with the
-----

Appendix K

Verbs that occur with herself in the present-day corpus (Collins Cobuild Corpus):

acknowledge (1), allow (4), apply (1), ask (1), assure (2), attach (1), bath (1), believe (3),
blame (1), brace (1), bring (4), bury (1), busy (1), call (1), calm (down) (2), catch (2), check
(1), cheer (up) (1), chide (2), clean (2), collect (1), comfort (1), compensate (1), compose (1),
confine (1), congratulate (1), consider (1), control (2), convince (2), curl (1), curse (1), cut
(off) (1), deceive (2), defend (1), demean (1), deny (1), describe (2), devote (3), discover (1),
disguise (1), drive (1), ease (1), enjoy (1), enrol (1), examine (2), excuse (3), explore (1),
express (2), familiarize (1), feed (1), feel (8), find (44), force (9), free (4), get (4), grip (1),
hate (2), hear (1), heave (1), help (6), hide (2),  hold (1), hug (1), hurl (2), identify (1),
introduce (2), keep (2), kill (1), laugh (1), launch (1), let (7), light (1), lock (1), make (6),
move (1), neglect (1), order (2), pat (1), perch (1), persuade (2), pour (2), prepare (1), present
(3),  project (1), promise (3), propel (1), protect (2), prove (1), pull (together, up) (4), push
(1), put (1), regard (1), remind (4), reveal (1), rid (2),  rouse (1), sacrifice (1), save (4), scold
(1), scrub (1), seat (1), see (10), set (up) (1), settle (4), shake (1), shut (1), sit (1), spin (1),
starve (1), steady (2), steel (1), stint (1), stop (4), surprise (1), surround (1), swing (1), take
(1), tell (18), think (1), throw (3), thump (1), towel (1), unburden (1), uncover (1), urge (1),
vex (1), volunteer (1), will (1), wrap (3), and wrestle (1).

Appendix L

Verbs that occur with himself in the present-day corpus (Collins Cobuild Corpus):

align (1), allow (7), amuse (3), announce (1), apply (1), ask (9), assure (4), avail (1),  avenge
(1), beget (1), behave (1), brace (5),  bring (7), busy (2),  buy (1), cackle (1), call  (1), calm
(1), cast (1), catch (1),  check (1), cheer (1), chide (2), commit (2), compare (1), concern (2),
confine (2), congratulate (1), connect (1), consider (3), console (2), contain (1),  content (5),
convince (4), correct (2),  count (2),  cure (2), curse (1), deceive (1), declare (1), defend (4),
deprive (1), describe (5), devote (2), discipline (2), disguise (1), dislike (1), disqualify (2),
drag (4), draw (1), drive (2), drown (1), ease (4), embalm (2), engage (1),  excuse (2), express
(1), extract (1), extricate (3),  fancy (1), feel (10), find (57), fling (6), flop (1), force (8),  free
(4), gather (1), get (8), give (4), guard (1), handle (1), hang (2), haul (4), hear (3), heave (3),
help (12), hoist (3),  humanize (1), hurl (3), identify (1), immerse (2), improve (1), inch (1),
inform (2), introduce (6), involve (1), isolate (2), jerk (1), keep (3), kid (1), kill (4), launch (2),
leave (1), let (10), liken (1), lose (1), lower (2), make (7), mean (1), model (1), mother (1),
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name (1), neglect (2), overreach (1), peel (1),  pick (up) (1), pinch (3),  piss (2), pledge (1),
pour (7), prepare (2), present (6),  pride (1), proclaim (1), promote (1), prop (1), propel (1),
prove (2), publizice (1), pull (back, together, up) (7),  push (2),  put (3), raise (2), reassure
(1), recover (4), remember (1), remind (2),  repeat (2), report (1), resign (1), restrain (1), rid
(4), risk (1), rob (1), rouse (5), run (1), sacrifice (1), save (1),  seat (2), see (4), set (5), settle
(1), shake (3), shave (1), shield (2), shift (1),  shoot (1), shove (1), show (1), sit (down) (2),
slit (1), spoil (1), stab (1), stabilize (1), steady (1), straighten (1), stretch (1), suffocate (1),
swing (2), take (2),  tangle (1), teach (1), tell (14), think (1), throw (7), thrust (1), tide (2), tie
(1), trade (1), transcend (1), transport (1), tremble (2), trust (2), underestimate (1),
understand (1), and wheel (1).


